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Comment
Educational Opportunity at the Annual Meeting
The educational program at the annual meeting of NAA in
Denver in June offers members another opportunity to broaden
their knowledge in the ever- widening field of management accounting.
The pr ogr am opens Monday wi th an address by a noted
speaker on "Management Controls in Government Organizations." In the afternoon two well-known speakers will discuss
"Mergers and Acquisitions" and "Mathematical Model Building
— Applications to Management Accounting."
Tuesday morning will be devoted to "Corporate Financial
Reporting: The Developing Debate on `Line of Business' Disclosure" with five discussants presenting different aspects of the
subject. Wednesday provides each attendee the opportunity to
participate in the discussion of two of the seven subject areas
offered concurrently in the morning and repeated in the afternoon.
The particular educational advantages offered by a national
meeting that draws participants and speakers from all over the
country, as well as some from abroad, are:
1. To give each participant a background of broad -based
experience on problems of management accounting and
how they are being solved throughout the country.
2. To provide an oppor tunit y to discuss your particular
problems with your counterparts from companies scattered from coast to coast.
3. To gather new ideas and information on what is happening in each section of the country.
These discussions provide you with an opportunity to crystalize your thinking and to re- examine it in the light of the comments and the ideas of numerous widely scattered and diversified
people who ha ve had the same problems in their businesses.
This gives you a chance to renew your thinking processes and enrich t he cont ribut ion s you ca n make in the job you per for m.
Without occasional renewal in our mental activities and reexamination of what and how we think about an art, we all tend
to become more or less ingrown and obsolete.
In this era of innovation it is incumbent on everyone in our
field of endeavor to strive to stay abreast and grasp the significance of the new concepts and thinking. This annual meeting has
been planned to help you continue to increase your knowledge
and expertise in management accounting.
James S. Lanham
Director of Educational Services, NAA
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Management Information Systems:
Who'll Be in Charge?

of management information systems raises some healthy,
controversial questions, including when
and how such systems will be universally adopted. There is no doubt, however, that they will become increasingly
significant in the process of achieving
more effective management planning
and control. For those of us who believe
that the fragmented information systems
in general operation today are inadequate in coping with growing pressures
on management for faster, more complete, and more fully integrated information, the need for truly management oriented, unified systems has become
increasingly urgent.
There is already a definite trend toward more integrated and more dynamic
systems. Actually, with improved management techniques and more sophisticated uses of the computer, we have
a present ability to apply a "total systems" approach to information. It is
an approach which uses the latest developments in accounting, mathematical
techniques, and the social sciences. It
uses high- speed, high - volume electronic

T

HE SUBJECT

devices to extract, assimilate and correlate all pertinent internal and external
data from subsidiary systems.
A systems approach thus provides a
single, centralized source of consistent
information upon which management
real -time mode —for
can draw —in
better decision- making. It can also provide the means to examine the anticipated effects of alternative decisions.
The final degree of totality and integration of management information systems will be determined by the need,
skills and imagination applied to their
design and implementation. At present,
any question about totality of integration —any question as to how fully integrated the systems can or should
become —is purely academic.
Our first concern, therefore, should
be with the first logical step toward
more unified systems rather than with
ultimate development. That step is the
greater consistency of all key control
data, and it is now being taken.
a

B y R O B ERT B E Y ER

The Information Specialists
The developing concepts of more centralized systems at the management level
should be of major interest and concern
to controllers and management accountants because they can and should be

ROBERT BEYER, New York Chapter (Milwaukee 1942),
is the Man a g ing Partn er o f To u ch e , Ross, Bailey & S ma rt
in N e w Yo r k . Mr. Be y e r e a rn e d h is B. A. a n d M. A. degrees
in accounting and economics from the University of Wisconsin. He is the author of Profitability Accounting for Planning and Control (Th e R o n a ld Pre s s, Ne w Yo r k , 1963) and
many articles in professional journals.
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among the candidates chosen to design,
apply and control the systems.
The future director of management
information could emerge as one of the
most influential posts in the corporate
hierarchy. Some say it may become the
most powerful position in the future
corporation, second only to the chief
executive officer. It is a goal to which a
number of administrators of computer oriented disciplines within, an d on t he
periphery of, the corporate structure
can realistically aspire.
Where the function has been formalized at all, its responsibilities currently
are incorporated under various titles
and at various levels. Its ultimate place
in the upper echelon, however, is casting
larger shadows as the trend toward
unified systems gathers momentum.
John L. Carey, executive director of
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, envisions a whole new
profession of information specialists
vying for this position. Among the creative information specialists Mr. Carey
sees emerging are "engineers who have
acquired supplemental accounting training, economists who have learned some
accounting an engineering, and operations research men who have studied
systems and computer technology."'
Therefore there is a formidable competition for the role of director of management information. Formidable —but
not insuperable to those management
accountants who are willing to appraise
objectively their present qualifications
and the new capabilities and attitudes
they must acquire to be regarded as
serious contenders.
The significant challenge to management accountants, however, is the fact
that though some have been involved
in varying degrees in the planning of
the newer systems, they have not been
generally responsible for them, nor have
they been generally regarded as the
logical designers and directors.
1
John L. Carey, The CPA Plans for the Future, pp. 244245.
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The reason for this lack of unanimity
is as much attitudinal as technical on
the part of management — perhaps with
some justification. In many cases, top
managements suspect that accountants
lack the over -all corporate point of view
—that they concentrate too much on
the functional specialty of accounting
and give too little attention to userinformation needs. They also suspect
accountants of being dragged into
change instead of anticipating it, and
reacting appropriately and effectively to
it. Moreover, many business leaders believe that management technique will
change so fast, as a result of the new
computer capabilities, that the relative
importance of many features of the
purely accounting function is already
receding in the corporation.
The function is not likely to become
extinct; undoubtedly there will be a
continuing need for accountants to handle external reporting, tax returns, S.E.C.
work, and the financial inputs to the
over -all management information system. Computers will play an increasingly greater part of this type of work,
too. But the management accountant's
role, however, will be a distinctly minor
one in the future as compared with that
of the director of management information.
Challenge to Accountants
The combination of lack of recognition for responsibility in the new systems
and the fact that the role of the management accountant will surely lessen in
importance, represents a double -edged
challenge. T o put it plainly, management accountants must become part of
the evolution of information systems or
cease to be significant figures in the
corporate structure.
With this sobering thought in mind,
let us examine what management accountants have going for them in a
positive way, and what they must do to
identify themselves with information
systems development.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

The accounting report traditionally
has been the most significant management control tool. Management accountants have been responsible for
many of the manual, even if financiallyoriented, information systems of the
past. While they offer no "open sesame"
to modern information systems control,
they are foundations on which to build
and project competence in the newer
Systems.
It is significant that competence in
at least the principles of accounting is
one of the prime prerequisites of an information systems director. Therefore,
other -type candidates must develop at
least as much competence in accounting
as accountants must develop in the other
specialties. This is n ot t o sa y th at t he
various kinds of candidates must
achieve equal proficiency in all of the
desirable qualifications. It does mean
that the successful candidates will have
demonstrated the predominant value of
his own specialty to the responsibility,
all other qualifications being equal.
In addition to their traditional roles,
management accountants have participated in many of the special - purpose
(ad hoc) information systems that have
been developed over the years to meet
particular information needs. In the
process, the profession has developed a
number of management techniques that
are being applied to today's problems.
The most significant of these user oriented techniques has been the expansion of the basic concept of accounting from purely historical, financial reporting to encompass management planning, decision - making and control. This
was the genesis of Profitability Accounting —one of the principal features of
which provides the means for more systematic and effective profit planning.
Through the integration of all the modern techniques of accounting, it focuses
on management's ultimate objective:
profitability.
From the concept of Profitability Accounting have come improvements in
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other user - oriented control reports.
Among them have been: the summarizing and reporting of key data in trend
format which gives management a fast
overview of financial results; budgeting
and reporting by responsibility to enable management to trace variances to
specific events or individuals; and the
integration of financial information so
that accounting is compatible for all its
intended uses.
While these applications to management's current needs are not entirely
new, they are indicative of the movement of the profession— within its own
field —into the area of better management information.
The New Techniques
At the same time, other disciplines
have been developing additional management techniques with which we must
become familiar and even adept.
Mathematical techniques have become particularly prominent in their
accelerating growth in recent years.
The science of statistics has enabled
management to make better forecasts
of events by probability estimates, correlation and sampling. Accountants can
participate in this by establishing control limits on an exception basis to enable management to exercise better control.
Operations Research has given us
"model building" which provides the
expression of interrelationships in mathematical form. It helps to develop a better framework for forecasting and decision- making.
Some of the mystery can be taken out
of the term "model building" if flexible
budgets are regarded as a fairly simple
form of forecast model which depicts
the impact of varying volumes on costs.
Operations research has also furnished management with linear programming and other techniques for
determining optimum solutions to problems with numerous interacting variables.

Market Research. In addition to its
own particular techniques of test marketing and in -depth customer interviewing, market research now uses the tools
of statistical sampling and model building which, combined, provide more
complete information to management.
Social Sciences. We cannot afford to
overlook the contributions of the social
sciences. Although the effects of studies
in economics, psychology and sociology
may seem indirect, we can appreciate
that the information we need and its
communication will be affected by increased knowledge about:
How business responds to its economic environment.
How people are motivated.
How to use formal and informal
channels of communications in the
receipt and dissemination of information.
How decisions are reached and implemented.
How to improve the company's organization of responsibility and authority.
How to structure the manager's function.
Computer. Finally, there is the computer which has had a greater impact in
a shorter time than any other development in the business environment. While
it has little in concept t o do with the
establishment of more integrated information systems, it is obviously essential
to the functional effectiveness of such
systems.
The computer has only four fundamental advantages relative to management information systems with which
the management accountant need concern himself:
It is faster and more accurate than
any combination of management accountants. If its use is effectively
planned, more and better work can
be completed sooner.
It has the capacity to handle almost
any volume of information required
of it. Major advances in mass storage

with random access to such storage
have changed nearly all earlier predictions of the extent of the computer's usefulness to management.
Its costs are now acceptable and almost any reasonable volume of information can be manipulated in almost
any way that will best serve the purpose.
And, despite the earlier hyperbole, it
is brainless. It can do only what intelligent, creative human beings tell it
to do and how to do it.
These fundamental aspects of the
computer are rather simple. From the
practical point of view, however, the
more knowledge the management accountant has ab out how the computer
does its work and how it can be creatively applied, the more effective will
be his use of its powers.
Essential Attitudes
In assessing his qualifications for the
future role of director of management
information, the management accountant has some attitudinal adjustments of
his own to make. These adjustments will
determine the degree of his participation in the steps the company must take
in planning its systems organization.
They will also effect the steps which he,
personally, must take to identify himself significantly with it.
One essential attitude is recognition
that accelerating change is the dominant
characteristic of our time. Management
cannot afford to delay more effective
systems design if it is to anticipate and
"manage" change instead of merely reacting to it.
Another essential attitude is that of
recognizing the need to develop a total
corporate viewpoint. The management
accountant must develop an instinctive
ability to view the corporate organization as an entity rather than a collection
of separate functions. This is the ability
to think in terms of the interaction of
the parts to the over -all corporate objective.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Management Steps in Systems Planning
The most useful contributions to systems planning in the organization obviously will be made by those who know
what must be done and, beyond that,
how to do it or have it done.
Since there is no universal definition
of the purpose and objectives of management information systems, the first
logical step is the creation of a formal
plan. The company must determine
what it needs from its system, and how
it will commit its people and other resources to achieve it. If th e pl an i s to
be viable, it must include considerations
about the direction in which systems development as a whole is headed.
Each company must determine its
approach to system planning in terms
of its own special circumstances. The
reference to a planning group suggests
the preference for a task force approach
which provides for the participation of
both line and staff personnel —the users
of information as well as the providers.
Even if it originates at the highest level
of management, greater cooperation
will be gained through the task force approach than from the words of wisdom
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handed down from Mount Olympus in
the form of a plan that is a fait
accompli.

The attitude with which the management accountant approaches the information he is capable of providing will
often determine its ultimate usefulness.
This attitude focuses on user needs —
the use that is or can be made of information. High -speed printers can produce data faster than any human can
read, much less comprehend. The real
need is for intelligent selection of information and a sensitivity to how it
can be presented most usefully.
Finally, there is the attitude of acceptance of the new management techniques— whether developed within the
profession or elsewhere. Some of these
techniques may turn out to be fads, but
others will produce genuine long -term
benefits. Openmindedness and creative
imagination are valuable assets in a
period of dynamic change.

One of the first problems likely to be
encountered in systems planning is the
most common. It has to do with the organizational gaps in the various specialized talents needed for systems
design and implementation. The various
advanced management techniques have
grown so rapidly that we have virtually
outstripped the supply of available technicians. Identification of these talent
gaps must be followed by answers to a
series of questions as to how and when
they can be filled. For example: Do future plans call for a full -time operations
research mathematician, or can that
specialty be filled by a multipurpose
systems man? Is a full -time computer
hardware specialist needed? How much
market research will be conducted?
The answers to some questions may
lie in the employment of part -time help
or the retention of a consulting firm. On
the other hand, many of the specialties
will require a full -time person or even
a staff. These talents will have to be recruited from the outside or be developed internally through formalized
training programs.
Another point that must be considered is the impact of new management
information systems on the organizational structure. There may well be
shifts in functional responsibilities.
Some companies, for example, have
considered establishing a director of
materials whose responsibility would be
the physical flow of products through
the plant from raw material to finished
goods. It is similar to the marketing
concept of product manager.
Our concern in the present instance,
however, is with the assignment of the
responsibility for management of information systems. The problem is:
How can the management accountant
identify himself more fully and significantly with the design and management of these new systems?

Steps for the Management Accountant
During this period of dynamic
change, every craft, business and profession can take heed of the slogan,
"You can't get tomorrow's job with
yesterday's skills." Those of us who
can use our present skills, however, as
a springboard to the future are indeed
fortunate.
The skills, knowledge and experience of the management accountant are
far from obsolete, but they do need to
be expanded and adapted to new needs
and new techniques and technologies.
The accountant has always been an information- oriented person, an assembler
and analyst of data, and a skillful presenter of facts. These are the abilities,
given new dimensions to achieve broader objectives, which will serve the more
dynamic information systems of the
future.
But, as we have seen, accounting will
be only one of the disciplines required
in these systems. There will be a critical
need for people who have the ability to
coordinate and supervise all component
disciplines. If the management accountant is to aspire realistically to their di-

rection, he faces a regimen of personal
and professional development which will
equip him to understand the capabilities
—and the limitations—of all the information disciplines participating in a
functioning system.
He can achieve identification with
systems development through the assumption of a leadership position within
his own organization by taking the initiative in the establishment of informational programs which will promote
interest in, and demonstrate the advantages of, better systems design and
implementation.
Conclusion
Management information systems is
a highly competitive league with many
eminently qualified candidates contending for the responsibility. Management
accountants have in their favor the traditional identification with the essential
management controls and the information systems of the past. It is not enough
to ensure their role in the new systems,
but it is a solid base from which to project broader corporate vision and competence in the developing techniques of
modern management.
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Top Management's Challenge to the Accountant
B y R I CH A RD W . LEE
enterprise, and the aeroI space and defense
electronics indusNDUSTRIAL

try in particular, are in a period of
dynamic change. Accountancy and accounting executives are caught up in
that change, along with the chief executives to whom they report.
We shall discuss three facets of the
relationship between the financial functions and the chief executive: (1) very
briefly, the classically established functions of accounting; (2) some new
problems arising from the way our
economy has evolved, including elements which are peculiar to the aerospace industry; and (3) some observations on financial executives as pe o ple
wh o ar e p ar t of a te a m —the management team.
Classical Functions of Accounting
The historical concept of accountancy
is concerned primarily with events and
transactions which are already accomplished fact: i.e., recording transactions, posting to ledger accounts, taking
trial balances, adjusting for bad debts,
depreciation, etc., and preparing financial statements. The number of men
who claim they can run a business with
nothing more than a monthly operating

statement and balance sheet has become very small. Detailed records, analyses and interpretations are always
necessary as a diagnostic tool to aid in
the determination of "what went
wrong" when the figures on the monthly
P & L and balance sheet don't come up
to expectations. Therefore, the necessity for breakdown and analysis of inventories, ageing of receivables, profit
analysis by product, by customer, by
geographical unit, project or product
cost records, deviations of expenses
from budget standards, cash -flow statements, analyses of sources and application of funds, etc. All of these items
are absolutely indispensable to the conduct of a business. As a matter of fact,
these analyses of the financial aspects of
a business in prior periods are important
not only for diagnosis but also to serve
as the base for extrapolation into the
near future. Unfortunately, extrapolations based solely on prior history cannot be depended on for periods of more
than a few months. Hence, the emphasis on detailed short-range financial
forecasts, updated rather frequently,
and based upon frequently updated
sales bookings forecasts. A rather
normal pattern in the aerospace industry is to prepare, every three months, a
detailed budget and forecast for one
year ahead. To summarize, then, all

RICHARD W. LEE, President of General Precision, Inc.,
Librascope Grou p, Glendale, Calif. Mr. Lee received his
A.B. d e g re e fro m Hastings College, Hastings, Ne b . a n d a n
M.A. d e gree from th e Un ive rsity o f Neb ra ska , Lin co ln , Neb .
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chief executives depend heavily on the
classical functions and reports from Accounting, and to my mind there is no
likelihood that this dependence will lessen in the future; indeed, there is likely
to develop a demand for more frequent
and more timely reports of this same
type. The demand for this type of service from Accounting is being met very
well, and I am sure will continue to be.
I am more interested in some dynamic
problems that are not being solved so
well.
Recent Developments Affecting
the Accountant
In the last decade, several trends have
developed and new financial functions
have crystallized. The changes in the
main are evolutionary, rather than revolutionary. However, because of greatly
increased sophistication of the available
tools, there are now distinctly new demands upon the accounting functions of
the typical enterprise and upon the profession of accountancy.
A major new element in the environment is the advent of electronic data
processing, which presents at one and
the same time an opportunity and a
problem. A great deal has been written
on this subject, much of which is confusing.
Many, if not most, companies are still
faced with serious problems in utilizing
the capabiliites of computers. About
ten years ago, when computers first began t o be used in business, they were
used to automate a few independent systems— payroll, customer billing, stockholder records, then the general accounting system, and next, perhaps,
inventory records. At this point, redundancy in inputs, processing and output began to appear. It became evident
that developing and maintaining a series
of independent systems was not an efficient way to utilize the machine.
Five or six years ago, the term IDP
(integrated data processing) came into
favor and has since been replaced by
10

another concept —total systems. This
term has been used so much by so
many people to mean so many different
things that it has become almost meaningless.
There is no question that EDP has
been of enormous help in business;
there is no question that there must be
further major development to yield
truly useful management information
systems. By "truly useful" we mean
getting the proper type and detail of
information to all managers in a timely
fashion. However, different levels of
management require different levels of
detail, and different specialties require
different types. In many ways top managers now suffer from a surfeit of information. A lot of system refinement
is still required. I regret that there has
been a trend in recent years to reduce
the role of accounting in the development of such systems.
Ma ny of th e d eman ds on top management are concerned with capital —its
acquisition and allocation, and planning
and controlling its use. Methods of acquiring capital are highly developed.
The pros and cons of debt financing and
equity financing and all the 57 varieties
of each are quite sophisticated and
widely discussed.
Methods of planning and controlling
the use of capital, on the other hand,
still need a great deal of development.
This is an area where 1, and most others
like me, need more help and more
sophisticated tools from our financial
executives. Getting money and spending
it is very pleasant but, unless the funds
invested produce a satisfactory return,
the effort and money have been wasted.
The techniques of return-on-investment analysis are relatively straightforward when applied to the total assets,
or to the stockholders' equity, of a company, or to the purchase of a piece of
capital equipment such as a new production tool. The area in which we appear to be floundering is the analysis of
return on an investment such as the deMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

velopment, marketing and production of
a new product. Standards and standard
techniques for analysis in this project
situation badly need attention.
One of the most notable developments in the last ten years, and of particular importance to the aerospace industry, is the emergence of systems for
systematic budgeting and reporting of
complex research and development programs. It has always been possible, of
course, to report accumulated cost on a
job -order basis at periodic intervals.
This is helpful, but not nearly good
enough for the program manager, controller, or company president. The vital
information as to program status (percentage completion, schedule status) is
missing or is left up to the intuition of
the program manager. It has been necessary to develop budgeting and reporting
systems which integrate program, schedule and cost information in one process.
Only after this has been done is it possible to present management with a
meaningful framework in which to control complex programs.
We will mention two examples of
program control systems out of the
many available which try to meet this
need: (1) The input- output status report in the form of a graph which portrays actual vs. planned expenditures,
and also actual vs. planned accomplishments (technical milestones) —both of
these graphed as a function of time and
(2) the combination of PERT /Cost
with the PERT scheduling technique.
There is no doubt that PERT with
PERT /Cost and the input - output curve
have proven to be useful management
tools. The main drawback with PERT
is the relative difficulty of working in
changes and the heavy reliance on very
accurate, very detailed initial estimates.
The display of PERT also seems to be
difficult for many managers to interpret. The input /output curve, on the
other hand, is an ideal top -level summary presentation, but is much too
gross to be useful for operating control.
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In my opinion, program control systems have a long way to go. This should
be a challenge to the accounting profession which I believe has abdicated its
position in letting program budgeting
and control go over to the program or
project organization.
The controller function in the traditional accounting organization stands
accused of stereotyped thinking, rightly
or wrongly, and this is the excuse that
is used to justify putting the budgeting
function into a program organization.
The same excuse is used for taking the
responsibility for IDP or management
systems away from the accounting function.
If the accountant is familiar or interested only in cost accounting techniques
and disregards the fundamental operating problems which are the determining
factor in the generation of costs, then
he cannot discharge his full responsibility in the type of management information system needed. On the other
hand, if the engineer is so concerned
with technical problems that his administrative skills remain dormant through
lack of development, then he does not
possess the qualifications to operate a
budget system. Any professional group
which is so involved in its own discipline that it is not knowledgeable of the
fundamentals of other disciplines with
which it must interface is restricting the
development of the management team.
There must be, to some degree, an integration of disciplines. Many engineers
now take courses of study in business administration and accounting. How many
accountants are taking technical courses? I don't know the answer, but I would
wager the number is small. In any case,
I believe accountancy could make a
bigger contribution to the budgeting and
control process than it is now doing.
Future Challenges for the Accountant
Top management people value the
objectivity and detachment which accountants bring to management analyses,
11

but there is also such a thing as being
too detached. Too often, the presence
of an accountant at a management meeting is felt as a negative factor only.
This negative factor (i.e., pointing out
possible losses, or the need for capital
which is hard to get) is invaluable.
Every company must have people who
are professional "devil's advocates."
However, there are ways in which the
accountant can make more positive contributions.
The accountant must become more
familiar with the concepts and the operating problems of the other departments and other professions in the
company. He must l earn to communicate better and be willing to train or
educate others into an understanding of
accounting methodology and terms of
reference. At the same time, the accountant must preserve his objectivity
and his ability to apply impartial numerical tests to the validity of any projected undertaking or investment and to
the analysis of the current financial
state of the operation.
This is difficult, you s ay? Be a pa rt
of t h e operation and also its severest
critic? Of course it is, but it is no more
than is expected of any of the other
specialists in the company and it is
exactly what a company president tries
to do every day, all day long.
What has so far kept accountants at
the center of the management process
is their position in control of the flow of
numerical information which is vital
to the operation. The nature of this flow
of information has changed so that it
encompasses numbers which lie outside
traditional accounting processes as well
as numbers which represent expected
variables rather than past data. The accountant must broaden his perspective
to keep up with this broadening of the
nature of the data. The accountant's position as chief interpreter of t h e data
has already been somewhat eroded, and
I have given three examples:
1. There is a trend to commit the design
12

and operation of management information systems based on electronic
data processors to an organization
outside the financial functions.
2. There is a very well- established
move to concentrate project budgeting, reporting and control in the
project organization, again outside
the financial structure.
3. There is a need for more systematic
control of capital expenditures, more
attention to the theory of true return on investment, and better techniques for computing it on a single
project or product. In spite of this
need, it appears that the economist
and the engineer are doing more to
explore this area of thinking and the
techniques involved than has the accountant. I predict that still further
displacement from the accountant's
role as chief interpreter of financial
data will be inevitable unless he
broadens his viewpoint and, to some
extent, his practical educational
background.
Let us look ahead, then, and talk a
little more specifically about future
demands on financial executives. There
are many area s we might discuss, but
for the sake of coherence we will confine our remarks to the two problem
areas previously defined.
The rapid development of computer
technology and its application to business problems is a force which must be
considered in the future of the accounting profession. The accountant must
develop a basic understanding of computer language and computer technology, otherwise he will in the long run
have to depend on other people to interpret data for him in an increasingly
computerized world.
The extension of the accountant's
expertise to this new field is not just
a matter of self- defense. The field is
opening up huge new areas for decision making. The accountant will be excluded from these areas, however, unless he
can hold his position not only as the
generator of numerical data but also
as its chief interpreter.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
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Summary
We have reviewed the demands
placed upon accountants by the industrial enterprise and its chief executive.
The classical functions are well -performed and well- reported. We have attempted to show, however, that there
are a number of problems, new in this
decade, where leadership should be
taken by the accountant.
The solution of these problems requires new techniques which, by natural inclination and historical involvement, the accountant should be in the
best position to develop. However,
there is a serious need for a widening
span of educational background and
familiarity with operations on the part
of the accountant. This broadened view
should ideally include some engineering,
statistical sampling methods, forecasting techniques, theory of investment,
and computer techniques and programming. I am not suggesting that every accountant should try to master all of
these disciplines —but all of you should
explore some of them, and I am firmly
convinced that the top financial executive will need some familiarity with
of them.
Accounting should remain at the center of financial reporting, interpreting
and decision - making. Our discussion
was deliberately provocative because I
fear the accountant will lose ground if
he does not face some of these challenges. And, if so, not only will the accountant be the los er, but in the long
run, companies, and company presidents will be also.
all

The second problem area is the most
important single facet of business planning —the allocation and control of capital. The techniques of measuring yield
on investment, which are fundamental
to this area, are also a very important
part of the evaluation of the performance of a company or a d ivision. The
most important implication for the accountant is the increasing awareness
that conventional rates of return (the
ratio of booked income to book value
of an investment) do not necessarily
measure true yield, and particularly that
these conventional rates computed for
two different companies or two different
divisions may not be comparable. New
techniques must be developed; but
again, the problem is not going to be
solved by the accountant unless he
broadens his understanding of all facets
of the business.
There is a corollary need for setting
minimum standards of performance for
the utilization of company funds. Here
again, the accounting function must be
involved, but it will not be able to take
the lead if it takes only the traditional,
historical view of the accounting process.
There is a real need for techniques
which allow informed interpretation and
adjustment of conventional financial
data to provide measures of true yield
on investment. When these are achieved,
we will have better yardsticks for the
evaluation of managerial performance
on a historical basis and better predictive techniques for use in the planning
of the use of capital.
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Continuing Education —The Answer to the
Challenge of Change
B y Al e x a n d e r R . S t . B e r n a r d *
in the world we live in,
change is occurring at a rate unprecedented in human history.
Historian Marshall Fishwick describes it by quoting a line from the
play "Green Pastures ": "Everything
nailed down is coming loose."' So swift
is this pace of change that men like
Alvin Pitcher of the University of Chicago divinity - school faculty ask, "How
much change can man stand ?"
The answer is that we do not yet
know. But we do know that man's daily
existence is becoming a tremendous test
of his capabilities and powers of judgment, whether that man be a worker
displaced through automation, or a professional in any field.
Change, of course, represents opportunity. It also represents threat. The
chain reaction set up by a change in a
tax code or a scientific achievement or
a technological breakthrough is an impartial force whose effects can be both
positive and negative.
It is an uncertain world in which the
only unchanging thing is change itself.
A world of changing industries, changing laws, changing products, changing
concepts, changing standards of excellence. It is a world swept by a deluge
of knowledge greater than man's ability
to absorb or control it. It is a world
of tremendous progress and because of
this, "everything nailed down is coming loose."

T

ODAY,

* Cleveland Chapter 1950. Manager, General
Accounting, The Cleveland Electric Illurninating Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
' Marc Connelly, Green Pastures, Holt, Reinhart & Winston, Inc., New York, 1929, pp. 69.
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None of us is exempt from this process of change. The challenge to meet it
and the psychological pressures of adjusting to it will be felt by us in the
profession of accounting, as well as
others in any field of endeavor. In fact,
the ability of an y of u s to survive in
business during the coming decades may
largely be determined by our ability to
meet the test of change.
Just how c a n we meet it?
The answer is not simple. But we do
have some clues. One is that we must
keep abreast of changing times through
the hard discipline of constant learning.
All of us must strengthen and enlarge
the capacities of our minds to absorb
and deal with the problems of change.
We will either continue our learning or
we will fall behind. And to fall behind
in a society as competitive as ours, is to
fail. A Chinese proverb states it very
well. "Learning is like rowing upstream.
Not to advance is to drop back."
Even more significant than any of
the technological achievements and
changes is the impact of change upon
knowledge and education. Knowledge
has been increasing in such a volume
and at such a rate that it is beyond the
individual's ability to assimilate. It
amounts to a kind of revolution.
To keep our feet in this world, to
operate our businesses successfully, and
to achieve reasonable fulfillment in our
lives is a major challenge.
Can this challenge be met? I believe
the answer is "yes " —if we will ourselves to make the mental effort, and
submit to the rigorous mental discipline
of doing so. In short, if we accept the
responsibility of learning.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

This is not easy.
Too many of us professional people
still labor under the conviction that
once we have acquired a degree, or a
professional designation like CPA, we
have acquired our education. Even
though the degree may have been
earned ten, twenty or forty years ago,
the feeling remains that, officially, we
are educated.
Yet this is just not true. It is, in fact,
a dangerous attitude, for it tends to
create "post- graduate dropouts " — adult,
professional people who cease to learn
after they have a degree, or a j ob in
their profession. There was a time when
it was possible to get by with this attitude. But no longer. Since the graduates of even the mid- 1940's left college,
the world has doubled its body of
knowledge.
The professional, therefore, who fails
to keep up with the increasing knowledge within his profession is very likely
to fail, period. This applies to all professional people, including you.
Return to Study
An obvious answer to all this is, of
course, a return to study — professional
self - renewal through a continuing program of education. Fortunately there
are a number of ways we can do this:
1. Through professional seminars and
institutes, such as those conducted at
many universities.
2. Through company- sponsored professional development programs. These
can be formal, leading to a degree or
designation. Or they can be informal
and equally effective.
3. Through membership in professional
and educational associations. Both
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the literature disseminated by these
groups, and the programs presented
at meetings and annual conventions
are extremely valuable in keeping up
to date.
4. Through a program of reading in
fields other than our specialties. We
live in an age of specialization. The
process of formal education tends to
prepare a man for specialization. As
a result, education for many professionals is confined largely to what
lies within the narrow confine of
their specialty. There is a simple way
most of us can broaden our learning
in fields other than our own —and
that is through reading.
The answer then to change, to the
accumulating volume of knowledge, to
the challenge these forces present to us
is constant self - renewal through continuing education. This is the long, hard
pull upstream without which we must
inevitably fall back.
Summary
In summary, we can say this. We live
today in a world characterized not only
by change, but by a tremendous pace of
change. We live in a world in which
the volume of knowledge is increasing
so fast that unless we subject ourselves
to the discipline of continuing education, we cannot hope to keep up with it.
We live in a world, therefore, in
which a degree or a designation must
mark only the beginning, not the end,
of our learning process. A world in
which we must utilize every educational
means at our disposal to keep abreast
of change and remain the true professionals we properly pride ourselves on
being. As the Scripture says: "Behold,
I have set before thee an open door."
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Certification in Management Accounting:
Should We Jump on the British Bandwagon?
B y G EORGE C. MEAD
plans were anI nounced for the1964establishment
in the
N JANUARY

British Isles of a specialist's diploma in
management accounting to be attainable
by members of, and administered jointly
by, the Institute of Cost and Works Accountants, the Association of Certified
and Corporate Accountants, and the
English and Scottish Institutes of Chartered Accountants.' The "Joint Diploma in Management Accounting Services" is now launched —a select group
of honorary holders has been chosen
and the first examination conducted in
June 1966. In addition, a similar,
though not directly related, designation
is being developed for members of the
English and Irish Institutes of Chartered
Accountants alone. This is to be called
the "Certificate in Management Information" and will represent a lower level
of achievement than that expected for
the Joint Diploma.
A primary purpose of this article is
to report some of the particulars of
' The first two groups are composed primarily of management accountants, while the
chartered accountants are those in public accounting.

these developments. 2 Perhaps this limited objective of recounting "how they
do things there," as a matter of merely
appealing to curiosity, is sufficient. Yet
even if it were not discussed directly,
there would be an implied comparison
of these British developments with our
own world of managerial accounting.
Whether one's reaction is "they have
something we should consider" or "interesting, but irrelevant to our circumstances," it seems worthwhile to review
the nature and objectives of these certifications critically as well as curiously.
Thus a second purpose is to consider
herein briefly the pros and cons of formalized designations of excellence and
experience in managerial accounting in
the United States.
The Joint Diploma
It is intended that the holding of a
joint diploma will be the mark of high
prestige:
The Joint Diploma is the highest award
available to qualified accountants in
Great Britain in respect of their work in
taken from various announcements, editorials, and addresses contained in issues of
The Accountant, the magazine of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants of England and
Wales (i.e., the English Institute), between
Jan. 1964 and Feb. 1966.

'As

DR. GEORGE C. MEAD, CPA, is Assoc ia te Professor of
Accounting at Michig an State University, East Lansing, Mich.
He re c eiv ed h is B.S ., M.S . a n d Ph .D. d e gre e s fro m th e University of Illinois, Urba na, Ill. Professor Mead h as pub lished
previously in accounting journals.
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the field of management accounting services, and those who qualify for the
award will be entitled to use the designation J.Dip.M.A., in addition to the
designatory letters of the accountancy
body to which they belong.3
But just what is "management accounting" as contemplated under the
Diploma? As the original announcement
explained:
By management accounting services is
meant the application of accounting
knowledge for the purpose of organizing, selecting, compiling and presenting
accounting, quantitative and statistical
information derived from all of the relevant records of a business to assist those
responsible for management in controlling the business and in making of
day -to -day decisions and in the formulation of policy, together with the application of knowledge and experience of:
(a) techniques for the organization,
control and measurement of production
and ancillary services and for the control, measurement and remuneration of
human effort:
(b) commercial and management
practices; and
(c) office organizations, methods and
equipment.4
The steps toward the Joint Diploma are
as follows:
1. Qualify as a member of one of the
participating bodies.
2. After qualifying, acquire at least two
years of acceptable experience in
management accounting services in
industry or as a consultant.
3. Sit the Part I examination (seventeen hours, written papers) (Minimum age, 26).
4. Acquire at least five years of practical experience either (a) in charge
of an installation of work on behalf
of consultants, or (b) as a financial
executive of a business, or, in the
case of a large organization, in finan"Joint Diploma in Management Accounting
Services," The Ac c ou n t an t , December 4, 1965,
3

p. 741.

"New Management Accounting Qualification," The Ac c o u nt a n t , January 25, 1964, p.
95.
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5.
6.
7.
8.

cial control of a substantial section
thereof.
Submit particulars of, and attend interviews on, experience.
Submit a thesis of an approved subject.
Interview on the thesis.
Apply for the award of the Joint
Diploma.

The Certificate in Management
Information
Concurrent with the joint diploma in
management accounting services, another similar, though less advanced,
designation has been under development. Reasoning that the joint diploma
would attract only specialists, the English and Irish Institutes alone have been
moved to broaden the interests of large
numbers of chartered (public) accountants, hoping to counterbalance "the
severe hindrance of enforced preoccupation with taxation" with a "Certificate
in Management Information." With obvious emphasis on young members:
this examination would not be so advanced as the examinations for the Joint
Diploma and could be taken in the early
years after the admission to membership
and (unlike the examinations for the
Joint Diploma) without the condition
that candidates must have practical experience in management accounting services.5
The examination covers the following
(details are omitted):
1. Business Organization and Administration.
2. Design of Systems and Data Processing.
3. Use of Analytical and Statistical
Techniques in Providing Management Information.
4. Financial Management and the Use
of Accounting Information.6
5

Ibid., p.96.

° "Syllabus for the Certificate in Management
Information," included as an appendix to "The
Role of the Accountant in Management Consultancy" by L. W. Shaw, The Ac c o u nt a n t ,
September 5, 1964, p. 286.
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Pros and Cons df Managerial
Accountant Designations
The two certifications are reminiscent
of occasional suggestions that management accountants and internal auditors
strive for semi - professional recognition.?
They also recall the movement for inauguration of "academies of specialists"
within the American Institute of CPAs,
a suggestion of the early 1960's which
was never enacted.
Strictly speaking, the British plans
more closely parallel the latter in that
they are designed to add some measure
to professional standing already established by examination, experience, and
formal designation. In the U.S., any
certification plan covering non - public
accountants would constitute initial
formal recognition and thus would be a
sharper break with the past.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to see
an innovation adopted by traditional
(at least that is the stereotype) British
accountants which has not found wide
acceptance here and to speculate on
whether the American accounting scene
is merely different or actually behind the
times in the matter of certification.
What factors should be considered?
One may assume that factors favoring certification are also present in the
American accounting community. Let
us first take the viewpoint of the individual non - public accountant. What
would give him incentive to engage in
extra study, write examinations, and so
forth, just to become a "certified management accountant ?" An obvious answer is personal prestige. The prestige
alone would motivate many persons.
Perhaps more practically, however, in
the management accounting job market
a holder of a CPA certificate in general
still seems to have a strong plus in his
7

For example, Robert Schlosser's "Professional
Standing for Non -public Accountants?" N A A
Bulle tin, September 1960; and William Camp field, "Professional Status for Internal Auditors," Ac c o u n t i n g R e v i e w, J u l y 19 65 , pp . 594598.
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favor, even though CPA examination
topics are not entirely germane to most
non - public accounting job descriptions.
This advantage is probably shrinking
somewhat, but it is still certainly not
difficult to find individuals working
toward the CPA certificate who will use
it as a personal mark of distinction
rather than for its intended purpose.
From the more general viewpoint of
a body of managerial accountants,
what values would certification of "experts" or "specialists" have? Any prestige won by individual members would
be reflected in part upon the sponsoring
professional association(s) and upon accountants in general.
Formal designation of those having
high -level competence would bring
greater public regard and this recognition might aid recruitment of more and
better young people into management
accounting. Most of us teachers have
advised freshmen who have declared accounting as a major largely because they
have somewhere heard of the letters,
"CPA."
The primary benefit, however, would
be the encouragement thereby given for
an upgrading and broadening of talents
through continuing education. This was
the primary reason for the British certifications. Entry into either managerial
or public accounting work there usually
does not involve college training
(around 10 percent are graduates), but
instead centers around apprenticeships,
accompanied by technical evening
school or correspondence courses pointed toward qualifying examinations.
British public accounting has a strong
traditional orientation toward tax and
fiduciary work and toward attention to
after - the -fact numerical accuracy of details in auditing. Industrial accountants
appear to have been mainly concerned
with technical cost finding.
These two factors --- encouragement
of continuing professional education and
the benefits to accrue from the added
prestige of recognized expertise —would
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

be primary elements in the case for spe- citizens. This situation is almost necescial examinations and designations sary if prestige is to result from certification.
among management accountants.
There are, of course, in addition to
inertia, several sound reasons for op- Summary
posing managerial accounting certificaIt is only natural to wish for favorable
tion. Again starting with the individual public recognition of your field of enaccountant's point of view, he may well deavor, especially when it is often too
feel obliged to "chase prestige." Unless apparent that outsiders fail to apprethe subject matter of the examination is ciate the great changes in the managecurrent and thus relevant to his present
ment accounting field and when cousand future functions, no direct benefit ins in public accounting garner more
would accrue to him. Further, it is hard- recognition for services requiring generer to define "managerial accounting" ally comparable professional compethan public accounting. Might not the tence. Further, a publicized and attracindividual who has already entered the tive program surely could inspire some
field better spend his limited study time accountants, who may be afflicted with
on subjects directly related to his posi- an unprogressive attitude or atmostion and company than in preparing for
phere, to "get with" developments.
a general examination?
These are quite valid reasons for finding
Let us turn to the more general view- certification in management accounting
attractive. Apparently they fit the British
point of the organization which would
sponsor the certification. What problems circumstances.
would be encountered? Beyond matters
The "con" arguments are effective on
of cost and administration, which would
both sides of the Atlantic —cost, excesnot be insuperable, the primary re- sive "prestige for prestige's sake," a
sponsibility would be that of determin- possible undue restriction and inflexiing the scope of the examination and the bility in the definition of the field,
experience to be required. Should heavy possible proliferation of special designaweight be given to mathematics, to com- tions, and the creation of two classes
puters, to the behavioral sciences? The of members within the sponsoring orsubjects chosen will tend to define a ganization. These appear to have been
field. Yet, in fact, the boundaries of considered in Britain and found less
management accounting are becoming compelling than the positive benefits exless and less distinct as more account- pected.
ants become "information technoloShould American management acgists" and /or join the "management countants jump on the British bandteam."
wagon? Anyone's weighing of t he pro
Even assuming initial examinations and con factors is judgmental, not sciinclude agreed -upon coverage, will later entific. In my opinion, the factors very
examinations lead or impede changes in nearly balance. However, as appealing
the field? Some feel the CPA examina- as the British programs are, it appears
tion is open to question on this score.
that in the U.S. there is less to be gained
Some may argue that management ac- from a formal certification program.
Acknowledging the risk of generalizacounting would benefit from a bit of
defining and that a good examining pro- tion, it is probably fair to say that our
gram would keep this definition up -to- preparation for entry into managerial
accounting work, while still in need of
date. Even so, another very practical
objection remains. Within the account- improvement, is largely adequate and
that we have maintained an atmosphere
ing organization, those without the cerrelatively more receptive to change than
tification would become second -class
JUNE1967
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ing certification. Relatively less weight
ma y b e given here than in Britain to
titles and relatively more to on- the -job
accomplishment. Let's admit, though,
th at man y of u s woul d be anxious to
become C.I.A. -men (Certified Industrial
Accountant, in Schlosser's terms) if the
opportunity were to arise.
The industrial accountant would avoid "second -class citizenship by implication." The man
employed in public accounting in "management services" work would benefit, too, in
my opinion. Becau se of the na ture of his relationship with his client and with the public,
his certification would be used entirely as a
mark of profession expertise rather than a
mark of professional independence. The prestige of the certification would be enhanced if
all qualified and interested persons shared
the program, with no arbitrary exclusions
based upon place of employment.
e

to tradition. Seminars and short courses
are abundant and the thrust of information technology provides incentive
for self - improvement. In short, we have
less need for an extra stimulus.
At the same time, however, developments in the public accounting profession must be kept in mind. If the
AICPA were to propose a program for
designating specialists in managerial accounting, everyone concerned would
benefit if equally competent persons employed by industry were to share the
work and rewards of such programs.s
In this case, a joint society arrangement
analogous to the British approach may
well be preferable to no action on the
part of nonpublic accountants.
The prestige gained from being
"titled" has been noted as a factor favor-
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Controlling Contribution
B y I . W A Y N E K ELLER
ROFIT PLANNING is a continuous man agement task. One of the very useful
tools for this is contribution reporting.
But, the variable margins which it emphasizes are only part of the profit picture, as illustrated by the following
incident.
"J. B., we lost the Hockingdale account," the Sales Manager of Littleton,
Inc. reported to the President. Continuing, he said, "They didn't accept our
quotation on their requirements for the
next quarter, and they didn't tell me until after they had given Buttonwell the
order. I can't understand it. I handled
the matter personally with their Director
of Purchasing. I told him that we had
an unsatisfactory profit on the product
line and that we had analyzed our variable margin, customer by customer. We
found that we were realizing only 28%
on their business in comparison with an
average of 40% for the entire line. I
explained in detail the special finishing
required for their item and said that,
because of this, it was logical to expect
at least an average margin. He seemed
to agree. Then I added the clincher. I
said that, in view of the volume of their
purchases and our long and friendly
relationship, we were quoting a price

P

of $12.18 for the next quarter, which
would give us a variable margin of only
about 35 %. I was sure I had the order
sewed up when I left. They just called
and said they have given the business
to Buttonwell who quoted a shade over
our former price of $11.00.
"Damn Buttonwell, they just don't
know their costs! I know their operations —they have the same machines.
They have the special finishing done by
subcontractors, too. They can't produce
at a lower cost. They're just swapping
dollars to knock us out. Then they'll
increase their prices. They'll have to, to
stay alive."
The President was sympathetic and
understanding. "Sam, when each item is
made to customer specifications, you
just have to know your variable margins
and then do selective selling. We must
know our contribution to fixed expenses
on each piece of business. That's why
we spent the money to install a better
cost system. We suspected our price for
each item didn't bear any relationship
to its cost. Now we know it. Sure, it's
rough to lose Hockingdale —they gave
us about 17% of the unit volume of the
product line. But you and your team
can replace that business. Our quality is
top- notch; our service is good; and our
prices are right. Now that we know our

I. WAYNE KELLER, Lancaster Chapter 1931, retired this
year as Vice - President and General Manager of International
Operations, Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa. Mr.
Keller received his B.S. degree in Economics from Elizabethtown College, Elizabethtown, Pa. He was President of the
National Association of Accountants in 1953 -1954. Mr.
Keller is the author of Management Accounting for Profit
Control, and has contributed a number of articles to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING and other publications. He received
five NAA Certificates of Merit and won two Lybrand Silver
Medals (in 1951 and 1953).
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Sales Mix and Margin

Customer
Hockingdale
Butternut
Grosskamp
Magee
Farmers
Downjack
Stock items
Weighted average

Variable margin
per unit % of sales

Net
sales price

$ 3.08
2.52
4.32
2.00
3.28
4.20
1.60

$11.00
7.00
9.00
5.00
8.00
10.00
4.00
7.72

3.08

28%
36
48
40
41
42
40
40

Customer
% of total
unit volume
17%
6
26
13
8
10
20
100

EXHIBIT 1

costs on every job, we'll go after business that will give us better - than - average
margin and replace Hockingdale's. Let
the boys who don't know their costs
have the dogs. We're in business to make
a satisfactory profit, Sam."
Littleton's Product Line
This conversation actually occurred
recently. Only the names are fictitious.
The data (hypothetical but representative) supplied by the Controller, on
which the opinions were based, are
shown in Exhibit 1. The product line
is one in which about 80% of the unit
volume is made up of items produced to
customer specifications. The remainder
is composed of some twenty stock designs sold to small users. For simplicity,
the number of customers has been reduced and the stock designs shown as
one item in the illustration.
Misunderstanding of Variable
Margin Ratios
Do the opinions of the Sales Manager
and the President appear to be sound
and logical in the light of the data on
Exhibit 1?
Too often the answer would be in the
affirmative, especially by managers but
also, on occasion, by managerial accountants. Too many managers, and
particularly sales managers, just don't
understand "variable margin" —the dif22

ference between net sales price and unit
direct cost. They assume that a high
variable margin percentage is good and
a low one is bad. Because of this, they
do not manage margins effectively.
Variable Margins Versus Other Costs
and Profit
Variable margin ratios and dollars
mean nothing of and by themselves.
They are a contribution to other costs
and profits. The significant question is,
"What other costs must be covered by
the variable margin ?"
For example, the production of cork
bottle stoppers is largely a hand operation. The machines that are used are
simple, low -cost, require little power demand and no special tooling. As a consequence, capacity cost (fixed expense)
for this product is relatively low.
In contrast, the production of injection molded plastic caps is almost completely mechanized. The machinery is
complex, substantial special tooling is
required and power demand is high. All
of these result in very high capacity cost.
It would be impossible to make a profit
on injection molded caps priced to yield
a variable margin percentage that would
be quite satisfactory for cork stoppers.
Components of Direct Cost Influence
Margin Ratios
While the example above is of two
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Co mpari so n of

Cu st o me r C o n t r i b u t i o n

Hoc kingda le
Amo u nt
Rate

17,000

uni ts

Ne t s a l e s
Variable cost
Va r i a bl e margin
% of ne t s a l e s
Spe cif ic ca pa ci ty cos ts:
P ro grammed - t o o l s
Co m mit ted f o r p r o d u c t i o n l i n e a t
r a t e o f $28.00 p e r l i n e h o u r

$11.00

7.92
3708
28%

$187,000
134,640
52,360

26,000
$ 9.00
4.68
4.32
48%

$234,000
121,680
112,320

2,600

72,800
78,800

6,000

1,000
standard

340 h r s .

C o n t r i b u t i o n t o c o m p a n y co mmo n c a p a c i t y
c o s t s and p r o f i t
% of n e t s a l e s

9,520
10,520

33,520

41,840

Var i abl e co st d e t a i l :
Material
La b o r
Expense
Su b co n tr a ct e d f i n i s h i n g

22.4%

14.3%

$ 2. 11
1.30
.26
4.25
J_7.92

$ 2.04
2.20
.44
-

Sales

Gr os skam p
Rat e
Amo u nt

J_4.68

EXHIBIT 2

commodities made on completely different production lines, there can be a substantial difference in the variable margin
required for different types of products
made on the same production line. The
Sales Manager in our story did not recognize this, nor did the President. The
Hockingdale business was giving them a
28% variable margin at a sales price
of $11.00. To realize the average variable margin of 40 %, the sales price
should have been $13.20. The quoted
price, to return 35 %, was $12.18.
Some days later the Sales Manager
was still bemoaning the loss of the
Hockingdale business, this time to the
Controller. The response of the latter
was, "But the Hockingdale item runs
much faster on the production line and
requires less- than - average special tooling. Besides, some of the work is done
by subcontractors at a fixed price per
unit, and that is in the direct cost."
"What difference does that make? A
28% variable margin stinks. Look at
the figures you gave me. We make 48%
on the Grosskamp business. What's the
difference ?" the Sales Manager asked.
In reply, the Controller made a comJUNE1967

parison of the Hockingdale and Grosskamp items (Exhibit 2). Both items are
made on the same production line. But
the Hockingdale item runs at fifty per
hour, and the Grosskamp at only ten.
When special tool and traceable production line capacity costs are deducted
from the variable margin ratio, the contribution to other expense and profit is
substantially better on the Hockingdale
business. In fact, the Grosskamp contribution of 14.3% of sales is just a bit
less than the total of the works general,
selling and administrative expense ratios
to net sales.
An analysis of the unit standard direct
cost provides the explanation for this.
More operations are required on the
Hockingdale item, but most of these are
being performed by a subcontractor.
Pricing to realize the average or target
variable margin of 40% after total
direct costs which include substantial
work done by others is unrealistic.
A better approach would be to price
for a 40% variable margin over the
direct costs incurred in the plant, and
a lesser variable margin (say, 15 %) on
the cost of subcontract work. The latter
23

need be a contribution only to selling
and administrative expense and profit,
while the former must also cover works
general "capacity" expenses. On this
basis, the price of Hockingdale would be:

1. A high variable margin ratio is
good, and a low one is bad.
2. Variable margin ratios for specific
items in a product line, for product
lines, for factories and for divisions
are comparable.
3. Variable margin ratios are adequate
guides for pricing.

—

-

_

—

_

Direct cost
Sales price
Material
$2.11
Labor
1.30
Expense
.26
3. 67 =60 -$ 6. 12
Subcontracting
4.25 85
5.00
Total
$7.92
$11.12
($11.12 $7.92) $11.12 28.8% variable margin

major fallacies, or rather misinterpretations, which frequently occur in using
variable margin ratios. To repeat, they
are:

Maybe Buttonwell did know their
costs when they quoted just a bit above
Littleton's former price of $11.00.
Computers Needed for Complex Factors
When these facts were brought to
the attention of the Sales Manager, he
commented, "Then I do have to look at
more than the variable margin ratio. If
production line speeds, subcontracting,
and all that sort of thing must be considered, how a m I to do any selective
selling? I'm no computer! And how can
I guess what Buttonwell and the other
competitors are going to do ?"
"We don't expect you to be a computer," the Controller replied. "But we
do need one. We just can't make all the
calculations needed to tell you what
combinations of prices, unit volumes and
sales mix will maximize profit. Sure,
we don't know what our competitors
will do, but we can evaluate the effects
on us of all sorts of moves they could
make —if we had a computer. I just
read an article on `Profit Planning and
Game Theory." It gave me a lot of ideas
we could use in managing our variable
margins and our contributions to general expenses and profit."
Management Must Understand
Use of Contribution Reporting
This Littleton, Inc. case points up the
' Donald L. Raun, "Profit Planning and Game
Theory," Ma n a g e m e n t A c c o u n t i n g , July 1966,
pp. 3 -10.
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Does the fact that variable margin
ratios are often misinterpreted and misused indicate that they should not be
given to management as guides for
decisions? No! It does indicate that managerial accountants have failed to teach
management how to manage variable
margin to maximize profit.
The technique of contribution reporting —which requires the determination
of variable margin —is a sound accounting concept. But, as Walter B. McFarland states: "Operational definitions of
accounting concepts can be formulated
only in context of intended uses for the
data to be collected. " 2 Contribution reporting must be appraised in the context
of management's uses of the contribution margins.
Some of the literature on contribution
margin reporting has, unfortunately,
contributed to the confused interpretation and usage of variable margin ratios.
This results not from a lack of understanding by the writers, but rather from
the use of oversimplified illustrations
for the sake of brevity.
The confusion is compounded by the
lack of uniformity of terminology. Each
writer prefers to use his own, probably
because that is what is being used in
his company.
So at this point it is appropriate to
note some of the different terms used
synonymously by different writers:
8

Walter B. McFarland, Co n c e p t s f or Ma n a g e National Association of Accountants, New York, August 1966, p. 5.
ment Acc ounting,
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I . Direct costs - varia ble costs
2. Gross ma rgin - va ria ble m a r g i n contribu tion to fixed costs and profit
- co nt ri bu ti on to capacity costs and
profit

3. Fixed costs - capacity costs - period
expense
4. Specific ca pa city costs - tra cea ble ca pacity costs - tra cea ble fixed costs

PRODUCT MARGINS
P r e l i m i n a r y Bud get f o r P e r io d

P r o d u c t c o n t r i b u t i o n t o common c a p a c i t y
c o s t s an d p r o f i t ( 1)

A

B

C

$1,000,000
700,000
300,000

$300,000
180,000
120,000

$200,000
170,000
30,000

$500,000
350,000
150,000

40,000
100,000
140,000

20,000
45,000
65,000

17,500
17,500

20,000
37,000
57,500

160,000

55 000

12 500

9 $ 2,500

50,000

40,000

100,000

$

Assumed d e t a i l
Un it s
Un it r a t e s :

sales price
variab le costs
p r o d u c t i o n p e r ho ur

$

Mac h in e h o u r s r e q u i r e d
Mac h in e h o u r s a v a i l a b l e w i t h i n co m m it te d
cap a cit y co s t s

6.00
3.60
2. 5

-

Net s a l e s
Vari ab le co s t s
V a r i a b l e m a r g in
S p ec i fi c cap a cit y co s t s :
Program med
Co m m itted
To t a l

To t a l

$

5. 00
4.25
4.0

$

5. 00
3. 5 0
5. 0

20,000

10,000

20,000

27,500

11,000

22,000

(1 ) S e e W. B. M c F a r la n d , Concepts
bon Management Accounting, N a t i o n a l A s s o c i a t i o n o f
A c c o u n t a n t s , New Yo r k, August 1966, p . 69.
EXHIBIT 3

EVALUATION OF A PRICE REDUCTION
E f f e c t on D o l l a r V a r i a b l e M a r gin

To t a l
P ric e red uc tion
U n i t vo lu m e i n c r e a s e
S a l e s u n i t s b u d ge t e d
I n c r e a s e fro m p r i c e r e d u c t io n
To t a l s a l e s u n i t s
S a le s p r i c e
Sales do
Variable
Variab le
Variab le
In creas e

lla r s
costs
m a r gin - a f t e r p r i c e r e d u c t i o n
m a r g i n b u d g e t e d ( E x h i b i t 3)
(d ecreas e)

$1 ,1 1 4, 50 0
805,500
309,000
300,000
$
9,0 00

A

C

5%
10%

2%
15%

50, 000
10 ,0 00
60, 000

40 ,0 00
4, 00 0
44 ,0 00

100 ,0 00
15 ,0 00
115, 000

$5. 70

$4.75

$4 .9 0

$342,000
216,000
126,000
120, 000
$ 6, 00 0

$209,000
187, 000
22, 000
30,000

$563,500
402, 500
161, 000
150, 000
L i L 000

24,000
27,500

R e q u i r e d m a c h in e h o u r s
A v a i l a b l e m a c h in e h o u r s

B

5%
20%

L(8,0-0-01
11, 000
11, 000

23 ,0 00
22 ,0 00

EXHIBIT 4
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Variable Margin Dollars
Rather than Ratios
Continuing the exploration of controlling contribution, let us examine
some approaches to improving variable
margin dollars. We emphasize dollars
because they must cover dollars of capacity costs and profits. To do this, we
will borrow an exhibit from Concepts
for Management Accounting 3 so a s to
facilitate references to textual material
in that publication. This exhibit, reproduced in part in the upper porti on of
Exhibit 3, will be assumed to be the
preliminary budget of a company. Sales
units, unit rates, machine speeds, etc.,
not shown in Dr. McFarland's text, were
assumed and are shown in the lower
portion of Exhibit 3. These are needed
to establish the behavior pattern of costs
and contributions as they respond to
management decisions.
The three segments of the company
are assumed to be three product lines.
Each of these is made on separate facilities so there are specific committed
capacity costs for each products. In addition, there are specific programmed
capacity costs which we will assume to
be expenditures for promotion. The indicated total contribution of $160,000
was deemed to be unsatisfactory. Studies
were made to determine methods of improving it by increasing the variable
margin dollars.
Effect of Price Reduction
The first approach was to consider
price reductions which would increase
unit sales (Exhibit 4) . Sales price reductions were estimated, which it was
decided would be the maximum that
could be made for each product without
generating counter moves by competition. For each product, unit volume
would be increased if prices were lower.
The evaluation shows that dollars of
margin would be increased on Product
A even though the ratio of variable
margin to sales would be reduced.
° Ibid., p. 69.
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For Product B, a price reduction was
obviously undesirable. The effect of increased unit volume would not offset
the adverse effect of the estimated price
reduction needed to generate it.
For Product C, there would be an increase in variable margin dollars. For
this product, demand is influenced
strongly by price so that volume increases substantially with a very modest price decrease. However, 115,000
units of production would require 1,000
more machine hours than would be
available with five -day operation for
which the committed capacity costs
were budgeted. Adding to capacity costs
for partial six -day operation would eat
into the added margin dollars. It would
also create problems in scheduling the
work force. These factors led to the exploration of other methods of increasing
variable margin dollars.
Effect of Changing Programmed
Capacity Costs
Promotion costs (programmed capacity costs) and their effect on volume
were considered. It was estimated that,
with no reduction in budgeted sales
prices, an increase in these expenses of
$5,000 for Product A would increase
volume five percent, and for Product C
an increase of $10,000 would add ten
percent to unit sales.
Exhibit 5 is an evaluation of this approach. It shows that variable margin
dollars would be increased. Partially offsetting this increase would be the higher
programmed capacity costs. For each
product, the higher unit sales were within the limits of the production capacity
which was available for the committed
specific capacity costs.
Effect of Quality Improvement
The next step was to evaluate the effect on variable margin dollars by increasing volume through improving
quality to make the products more competitive (Exhibit 6).
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

EVALUATION OF INCREASED PROMOTION EXPENDITURES
E f f e c t on D o l l a r C o n t r i b u t i o n t o
Common C a p a c it y C o s t s and P r o f i t

To t a l
S a l e s u n i t s b u dget ed
I n c r e a s e fro m in c r e a s e d pro m o tion
To t a l s a le s u n i t s

A

B

50,000
2,500
52,500

C

40,000
40,000

100,000
10,000
110,000

S ales d o l l a r s
Variab le co s t s
V a r i a b l e m a r gin w it h in c r e a s e d pr om ot io n
V a r i a b l e m a r gin bu dget ed ( E x h ib i t 3)
I n c r e a s e in v a r i a b l e m a r gin
I n c r e a s e in p r om ot io n (program med c a p a c i t y c o s t s )

$1,065,000
744,000
321,000
300,000
21,000
15,000

$315,000
189,000
126,000
120,000
6,000
5,000

$200,000
170,000
30,000
30,000
-

$550,000
385,000
165,000
150,000
15,000
10,000

I n c r e a s e in c o n t r i b u t i o n t o common c a p a c i t y
c o s t s an d p r o f i t

$

J_ 1 , 0 0 0

-

L_2 ,000

21,000
27,500

10,000
11,000

22,000
22,000

6,000

Re q u ir e d m ach ine ho u r s
A v a i l a b l e m achine ho ur s

EXHIBIT 5
EVALUATION OF IMPROVED QUALITY
E f f e c t on D o lla r V a r ia b le Margin

To t a l

A
50,000
2,000
52,000

S a l e s u n i t s b u dgeted
Added volume th rough improved q u a l i t y
To t a l s a l e s u n i t s
$

S a le s p r ic e
V a r ia b le co s t p e r u n it a f t e r q u a l i t y improvement
V a r i a b le m argin per u n it
$266,400
300,000
(33,600)

V a r ia b le m argin with q u a l i t y improvem ent
V a r ia b le m argin budgeted ( E x h ib it 3)
(D ec re as e)

6.00
3.90
2.10

$109,200
120,000
(10,800)

B
40,000
1,000
41,000
$

5.00
4.40
.60

$24,600
30,000
(5.400)

C
100,000
2,000
102,000
$

5.00
3.70
1.30

$132,600
150,000
(17,400)

EXHIBIT B

It is to be noted that dollars of sales
and variable costs are not calculated in
this exhibit as they were in Exhibit 4.
Unit variable costs were increased to reflect the impact of quality improvement.
These were deducted from budgeted
unit sales prices, and the unit variable
margins were then extended by the sales
units to arrive at dollars of margin.
This is an alternative mathematical
calculation which gives the same results
with less multiplication. For each product, the effect was a reduction in variable margin dollars. The added variable
cost needed to improve quality was
JUNE1967

greater than the variable margin generated by the increased sales.
Effect of Price Increase
At this point a fourth possibility was
considered -price increase with a consequent reduction in sales units (Exhibit 7).
Surprisingly, for Product B a 5%
price increase with 10% less volume
would result in increased variable margin dollars. This is because of the very
low budgeted variable margin per unit.
If variable margin dollars for Product B would increase as estimated, what
27

EVALUATION OF PRICE INCREASE
Effect on Dollar Variable Margin

Total

A

5%
10%

2%
15%

50,000
10,000
40,000

40,000
4,000
36,000

100,000
15,000
85,000

$

Sales price
Variable cost per unit
Variable margin per unit
$280,000
300,000
$(20,000)

Variable margin with price increase
Variable margin budgeted
Increase (decrease)

C

5%
20%

Price increase
Unit volume decrease
Sales units budgeted
Reduction from price increase
Reduced sales units

B

6.30
3.60
2.70

$

$108,000
120,000
$(12,000)

5.25
4.25
1.00

$ 36,000
30,000
6,000

$

5.10
3.50
1.60

$136,000
150,000
$(14.000)

EXHIBIT 7

PR O DU C T

BVA R IO U S

P RI C E I N CR E AS E S A ND VO L U ME RE D UC T IO N S

Eff ect s on Do lla r Var ia ble M arg in

Budget

Pri ce inc rea se
Uni t v olu me red uct ion
Sal es pri ce
Dire ct cos t pe r u nit
Vari able mar gin per unit
Sal es uni ts
Vari able mar gin

5%
10 %
$

5.00
4. 25
.7 5

$

40 ,0 00
$30 ,0 00

5. 2 5
4.25
1. 0 0

10%
20%
$

5.50
4. 25

12.5%
30.0%
$

15 %
45%

1.25

5. 6 3
4. 25
1.38

36 , 00 0

32 , 00 0

28 , 00 0

22 ,0 00

$36 ,0 00

$40 ,0 00

$3 8, 64 0

$3 3, 00 0

$

5. 75
4.25
1.50

EXHIBIT 8

would a greater price increase, with
more loss of volume, do? To find the
answer, various combinations were tested ( Exhibit 8) .
The maximum variable margin dollars were foun d to be reached with a
10% price increase and a 20% reduction in volume. Beyond this point, the
estimated acceleration of volume loss
for each percentage of price increase
began to offset the effect of the higher
unit variable margins.
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Evaluation of Program Adopted
With this information in hand, the
decision was made to reduce the price
of Product A five percent, increase the
price of Product B ten percent, and increase promotion expenditures on Product C by $10,000. The estimated total
effect (Exhibit 9) was an increase in
the total contribution to common capacity costs and profit of $21,000.
Obviously, only a limited number of
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Summary of P la n n e d Pr ogra m
t o Im p ro ve C o n t r i b u t i o n t o Common C a p a c i t y C o s t s an d P r o f i t
To t a l

A

S a l e s u n i t s b u d get e d
I n c r e a s e ( d e c r e a s e ) fr om p r i c e r e d u c t i o n
i n c r e a s e d pr o m ot io n
p r ic e in cr eas e
R e v is e d s a l e s u n i t s
S ales p r i ce s
V a ri a b le c o s t s per u n it

B

50 , 0 0 0
10,000
60 , 0 0 0
$

( b u d ge t - E x h i b i t 3)
$1 , 0 6 8 , 0 0 0
73 7, 00 0
33 1, 00 0

S ales d o l l a r s
Var iab le co s t s
V a r i a b l e m a r g in
S p e c if i c cap a cit y co s t s :
Programm ed
Co m m itted
To t a l
R e v is e d c o n t r i b u t i o n
Bu d g e te d c o n t r i b u t i o n ( E x h i b i t 3)
Increase

$

5.70
3.60

$34 2 , 0 0 0
21 6 , 0 0 0
12 6 , 0 0 0

C

40 , 0 0 0
(8,000)
32 , 0 0 0
$

5.50
4.25

$1 76 ,0 00
13 6 ,0 0 0
40 , 00 0
-

10 0 , 0 0 0
10,000
11 0 , 0 0 0
$

5. 00
3.50

$5 50 ,0 00
38 5, 00 0
16 5 , 0 0 0

50 , 0 0 0

20 ,0 00

10 0 ,0 0 0

45 ,0 0 0

17 ,5 0 0

37 ,50 0

15 0 , 0 0 0
18 1 , 0 0 0
16 0 , 0 0 0
21 , 0 0 0

65 , 0 0 0
61 , 0 0 0
55 . 0 0 0
6 000

17,500
22 , 50 0
12.500
1 $ 0,000

67 , 50 0
97 , 5 0 0
92 . 50 0
5 00 0

30 , 00 0

EXHI BI T 9

possibilities were explored in the illustrations. They are presented as illustrative rather than definitive and exclusive.
In aH instances, the effects on volume
were the best estimates of the marketing
group, as were the opinions that the
planned moves were not of a magnitude
to generate counter moves by competitors. Managing variable margins and
contributions is planning, and as one
executive stated, it is "the art of balancing the known and the unknown. If you
wait until you know everything, it's too
late. If you know too little and recommend action, it's too risky."'
Effects of Marketing Decisions
on Capacity Costs
In controlling variable margins, it
must be remembered that the effects of
all decisions must fall within the limits
of planned capacity costs. If t h ey ar e
outside of these, as was the case with
the increased volume which would have
resulted from a price reduction on Product C, then capacity costs must be considered in evaluating courses of action.5
Michael J. Kami, Vice - President for Corporate Planning of Xerox, Forbes, September 15,
1966.
6
See also Concepts for Management Accounting, op. cit., pp. 52 and 54.
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In the following sections, it is assumed
that the decisions made will not change
committed capacity costs.
Variable margin and contribution to
common capacity costs and profit are
valuable aids in guiding marketing management decisions in areas other than
pricing. The added volume of Product C
resulting from increased expenditures
for promotion illustrates this. Here,
$10,000 additional programmed capacity costs increased variable margin
$15,000 (10,000 units X variable margin rate of $1.50).
If an increase in programmed or committed marketing capacity costs is less
than the added variable margin dollars
which will result from it, programmed
marketing capacity costs should be increased. This may involve decisions to
add salesmen, open district warehouses,
increase advertising expenditures, run
special promotions, etc. Conversely, if
reductions in capacity costs are greater
than the variable margin dollars which
will be lost if they are made, there will
be an improvement in the contribution
to other capacity costs and profit. Only
variable margin dollars and specific
costs added or eliminated need be considered in these decisions.
Another use of variable margins in
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Eva lu at ion o f Su ppl yi ng Au st ra li an Ma rk et
Par ti al ly F ro m En gl an d Ve rs us E nt ir el y By D om es ti c Pr od uc ti on

Exi sti ng
cap aci ty
(A)

En gl an d

Dom est ic
market
(D)

Do me st ic
pl us p o rt io n
of Au s tr a li a
(E)

Unit capa city

100,000

125,000

100,000

200,000

200,000

Uni t s ale s - do mes tic
to Aus tra lia n c omp any

100, 000

125,000

125, 000

150,000

100,000

125,000

125, 000

150, 000

150, 000
25,000
175,000

Sal es pri ce
Var ia ble u nit c ost o f p ro duc ti on

0

Australia
Capa city
Exi sti ng
to supply
ca pa ci ty
entire
an d p o r ti o n
market
impo rted
(B)
(C )

$

2. 80
1. 35

$

2. 80
1. 3 5

Vari abl e u nit co st to Aus tra lia of
Eng li sh ma ter ia l:
Eng li sh fa ir m ar ket v al ue
Fre ig ht an d du ty

2. 80
1. 35

$

2. 50
1. 25

$

2. 50
1. 25

2. 50

$350,000

$350,000

280, 000

35 0,000

350, 000

3 75 , 00 0

$375,000
62, 500
437, 500

135, 000

168, 750

187,500

218,750

187,500

$280,000

$375,000

$,725. 000

$725,000

218,750

356,250

376,250

=

-

-

-

-

Sale s - do mes tic
to A ust rali an comp any

$

Au st r al ia an d E ng l an d
Co ns ol i da te d
Po r ti o n f o r
Al l pr od uc ed
Au s tr a li a
do me st i ca ll y
im po rt ed
by ea ch
fr om E n gl an d
(B+D)
(C +E)

168,750

Var iab le mar gin

145, 000

Com mi tt ed p rod uc ti on c apa ci ty c os ts

10 0 ,0 0 0

181, 750
125, 000

130, 000
100,000

187, 500
175,000

218,750
175,000

368, 750
300, 000

348, 750
275,000

45 000

S $ 6, 250

$ 30, 000

$ 12, 500

43 750

68 750

$ 73, 750

i

-

z

c

s
C2

-

135, 000

135, 000
85, 000
220,000

Var iab le co st - d om est ic pr odu cti on
impo rts

-

M

-

a
as
^+

z
G2

Con tr ib ut ion t o ot her c os ts an d pr of it

the marketing area is in planning special
services for specific customers. For example, one customer purchases 10,000
units per year, and another purchases
1,000. The variable margin dollars generated by sales to the first customer is
ten times that realized from the second.
It would be reasonable, then, to give the
first one ten times as much help on
services such as training his salesmen,
demonstrators, advertising allowances,
promotional material, etc., as would be
given to the second. Relating the value
of such services to dollars of variable
margin might even be a defense if
charges of discrimination were brought
under the Robinson - Patman Act.
Switching Costs between Variable
and Capacity
Variable margin can also be a guide
in decisions to switch costs from capacity (fixed) to variable and vice versa.
Salesmen paid straight salary are a capacity cost. If paid salary and commission, their remuneration is partly a
variable cost and partly a capacity cost.
Straight commission is a variable cost.
It follows, then, that in some decisions both variable and capacity costs
must be considered. Make -or -buy decisions are in this category. A make decision usually reduces variable costs and
increases capacity costs; a buy decision
usually has the opposite effect.6
If there is only one production facility, this is obvious. However, these
decisions are sometimes made for one
production unit of a multi -plant company without considering other units
which may have excess capacity.
This is especially true if the production units are in different countries. A
company's production capacity costs
are the sum of those of al l of it s factories, wherever they are located. If the
production of one factory is not up to
the limits of its capacity costs, the caCo nc e pt s of Ma na ge me nt Ac co un ting, pp. 52 -54. Ibid., pp. 150 -152.

"Also see
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pacity costs of another factory capable
of making the same product should not
be increased without studying all factories. It may be more profitable to
suppl y a p orti on of the mark et of the
factory which is short of capacity by
production from another factory.
Consolidated Contribution Versus
Contribution of a Unit
For example, suppose a company has
subsidiaries in both England and Australia. Each has a factory making the
same product. The Australian market
demand exceeds the ability of the Australian plant to produce within its committed capacity costs (Exhibit 10, Column A). The plant in England has excess capacity (Column D) . Variable
unit costs are lower in England. However, the freight to Australia and Australian duty on imports become variable
costs if English material is imported by
the Australian subsidiary for resale.
In this instance, a special factor must
be considered. The fair market value in
the exporting country is the price
which must be charged to the purchaser
in Australia, be it a related company or
an unrelated party. Duty is levied on
this fair market value. Thus, the variable cost to the Australian subsidiary
of English -made material is the selling
price in England plus freight and duty
—a total of $3.40, which is well above
the sales price of $2.80 in Australia. If
the Australian subsidiary were to import 25,000 units, it would have a variable margin loss on them of $.60 each,
or $15,000.
It was estimated that committed capacity costs in Australia would have to
be increased $25,000 to bring the Australian subsidiary's production capabilities up to its market demands (Column
B). After doing this, it could increase
its contribution to other costs and profit
from $45,000 to $56,250. In comparison with this, it would have a contribution of only $30,000 (Column C) if
it imported 25,000 units from its sister
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subsidiary in England. At this point the
study would indicate that it is uneconomical to supply a portion of the
Australian market from England.
The effect on the English subsidiary
must also be considered. It has excess
capacity and can more than meet the
deficiency of the Australian capacity
without increasing its capacity costs. By
selling 25,000 units to Australia, it

would increase its contribution to other
costs and profit by $31,250 (Columns
D and E) —its variable margin on these
sales.
When the two subsidiaries are con.
solidated, the contribution to other costs
and profit is $5,000 greater if 25,000 of
the units sold in Australia are produced
in England. The results from the following:

Lower consolidated capacity costs
$.10 lower variable cost per unit in England
Less freight and duty
Net increase in contribution
If the manager of each foreign subsidiary —and this could be the manager
of each of two domestic units —were
appraised on the basis of the contribution of his company, it is obvious that
the manager of the Australian subsidiary would decide to increase the capacity of his plant. He probably would
submit a proposal to the head office
showing a comparison of Columns A
and B. He would then use the increased
contribution of $ 1 1 ,2 5 0 to justify the
capital expenditures required to increase
capacity. Unless the corporate point of
view prevailed, his request would be
approved.
So our final conclusion is that, in controlling contribution, it is necessary to
evaluate the effect on the consolidated
company results of each decision if corporate profits are to be maximized.
Conclusion
Contribution reporting and the evaluation of alternative courses of action on
the basis of changes in the contribution
to common capacity costs and profit are
useful accounting concepts. However,
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contributions at any level of the production- marketing- administration cycle
must be considered in the light of the
common capacity costs to which they
are contributing. All capacity costs have
a volume limit —the quantity which can
be produced or marketed for the programmed or committed capacity costs.
Therefore, in controlling contribution,
it must be established that capacity costs
will not be affected by the decisions; or,
if they will be, the changes in contribution dollars must be compared with the
changes in capacity costs.
The contribution concept, and particularly the variable margin contribution, is useful in pricing decisions. It is
also valuable as a guide to decision making in other areas. But it must be
understood. The accountant has a major
responsibility for explaining these concepts to management so that they do not
misinterpret the data.
Finally, controlling contribution in
the larger enterprises requires computer
capacity to simulate the effects of decisions to change margin ratios and
dollars, and of the counter moves which
may be made by competitors.
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Management and Accounting Concepts of Control
By H. ART H UR HO VERLAN D
a n d W I L MA D. ST R I C K L I N

THIS PAPER, an attempt will be made
to identify the meanings of the concept of control in its management sense
and in its accounting sense. An analysis
will be made of any apparent differences
and a synthesis will be attempted.

I

N

Management Control
In defining control in the management sense, three elements of constraint
must be recognized:
1. Management must, as the owners'
agent, restrain the activities of the
enterprise within the boundaries established by social control.
2. Management must fulfill the obligation of meeting the profit goal established by the owners.
3. Management must marshal, direct

and coordinate the means of optimizing goals.

From the foregoing, a generalization
may be developed: control is a corollary
of power. To exercise power is, at the
outset, to attempt to control the object
ov e r wh ic h it is ex er ci se d, wh e t h e r the

object be natural forces, human behavior
or material objects. Control, in the management sense, may be defined as the
process of ordering events in the environment to the attainment of desired ends.
This definition permits one to classify as
control devices all means of determining
the activities of the enterprise. This includes organization structure, choice of
technological arrangements, selection of
employees, and the establishment of
goals and policies.
One further factor must be given
consideration in attempting to understand the management concept of con-
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research in the behavioral implications of information systems.
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trol. The exercise of power by management to attain desired ends occurs in a
world characterized by change: immanent, probable or possible change in any
or all of a complex of variables. A satisfactory definition of control will necessarily reflect the uncertainties which are
inherent in the management task. A revised definition is offered: control is the
means of ordering events to the attainment of desired ends, in an environment
chacterized by uncertainty.
Accounting Control
The concept of accounting control
rests in the acceptance of the accounting
abstraction' as the central guide for preparing information to be utilized in
directing the activities of the entity.
Bedford 2 credits this central position of
the accounting function in enterprise
control to its being sufficient for the
needs of an earlier, less sophisticated
management.
Anderson and Schmidt show how the
accounting abstraction has its roots in a
basic assumption.
The assumption is simply that business
exists as an objective phenomenon which
the accountant observes and which it is
his purpose to portray as clearly as possible in the language of accounting. This
task requires, first, an understanding of
the capacities of and limitations of the
accounting language —that is, an understanding of the relationships discovered
and formulated by the inductive investigations of the pioneers in accounting. It
requires, second, an accurate observation
of the objective facts regarding the particular business situation or event to be
portrayed.3
These inductively determined relationships are applied to the "facts" of the
'In this paper the accounting abstraction refers
to accounting's monetary valuation of economic resources.
'Norton M. Bedford, "Emerging Tools for
Managerial Accounting," NAA Bulletin, October 1961, p. 32.
'David R. Anderson and Leo A. Schmidt,
Practical Controllership, Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1961, p. 83.
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entity through the conduit of still further assumptions about the stability of
money and continuity of entity existence. Further, from these assumptions,
a body of principles has been developed
which prescribes not only the language
in which "facts" are to be stated, but
the methods by which "facts" are to be
translated for statement.
The accounting function has been
charged with the tasks of meeting the
informational requirements of legal,
financial and government agencies. This,
in turn, has lent support to the drive to
arrive at uniform patterns for the statement of "facts."
The intimate concern of the accountant with the proper valuation of the asset
accumulation and the dynamic revenue
and expenditure streams through the
firm led naturally to an association of
the accounting and custodial functions.
Out of these factors — acceptance of
the accounting abstraction as its basis,
the linking of the accounting function
with the external reporting and custodial functions, and the attempt to
serve the felt needs of management —
has evolved the accounting concept of
control. The controllership function, seat
of accounting control, has proliferated
through the means of internal control,
internal audit, interpretation and reporting. The controller is in direct relationship with the elemental units of the
organization. His view of the entity as
a whole is thus a kaleidoscopic view of
intricately interacting procedures and
processes.
Although accounting control (information) generally is not regarded as a
direct action control, it does have the
power to institute action. Its role as
a central and important information
source is historically rooted to the time
when the owner- manager function was
one. At that time the custodial function
was of primary importance, and there
seems to have been little change in this
basic concept in spite of the proliferation of absentee ownership.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Similarities in Concept
The similarities in management and
accounting concepts of control are many
and significant. Both recognize the management concept as antecedent to and
dominant over the accounting concept.
Both identify the elements of information and action as the essential components of control. There is general agreement that responsibility for action rests
with. management, while the accounting
responsibility is for provision of information on which action may be based.
In practice, even more similarities
exist. Both concepts approach the task
of controlling the entity from the point
of view of the total system. In management literature it is termed a "general
systems" approach; in accounting literature the term used is "integrated data
processing." Both terms stress the attempt to recognize complex interrelationships which characterize the entity.
Control to both is the utilization of the
feedback principle —the integration of
action with information —in system design.
Finally, and perhaps most significant,
is the willingness by both to concede
that providing information for control
is the function of the controller.
Differences in Concept

must be clearly recognized as being for
the provision of information only.
Otherwise, the authority pattern established through line management is
threatened or vitiated.
A more disturbing discrepancy is the
disparity which exists in the description
of the scope of the activities to be controlled. Management was seen to be responsible for the control of the entity,
in an internal sense, in relation to a
variety of external and internal conditions. Accounting control was seen to
define its responsibility in terms of
facilitating the attainment of internal
plans. Thus, while information provided
through the controller is useful for serving management needs, it does not follow that all management needs will
necessarily be met by this information.
Apparent Failure to Accounting Control
That a lacuna in the information system exists appears evident. Ga r r i t y
notes that an increasing number of companies are creating executive positions
for planning, controlling and interpreting information, independent of the controller.
There is a strong movement to relegate the accounting function ( i.e., controllership) to one of mere record -keeping. Moreover, such information would
be used only for external reporting, e.g.,
to stockholders, lending institutions and
governmental agencies. Two lines of
thought are advanced in explanation.
The one theme is that controllers are
failing to provide all the information
necessary to guide management action.
The other theme is composed of sub themes, extolling the virtues of new
organizational units to serve specific informational needs of management.

It is in the controller's role of providing information for control that any
significant differences in concept will
have its impact. If differences do exist,
the outcome ma y be a conflict or the
existence of an unexpected lacuna in
the control system.
A brief review of the literature is
sufficient to indicate that a potential
area of conflict lies in the clarity of the
line drawn between action and information. The nature and extent of this conflict is that drawn under the heading of
the line -staff dilemma.4
The control function of the controller

Synthesis of Management
and Accounting Control
The major question posed by the fore-

*Gerald G. Fisch, "Line -Staff is Obsolete,"
Harvard Business Re v ie w, September- October
1961, pp. 67 -79.

'John T. Garrity, "Is the Role of the Controller Shrinking ?" Th e Co n tro l l e r, May 1961,
pp. 220, 226.
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going analysis may be stated in terms
of the most effective design for the information system of the organization. If
control is to be discussed in terms of action (power) and capacity (information), then the common area between
the accounting and management concepts is found in the area of information provision.
Behavioral science research, both in
small groups and complex organizations,
has contributed to the empirical knowledge concerning communication and
control.6 Smith and Brown state:
The system of communication and control is of central importance for the
functioning of organizations. To be effective, it requires adequate information
transfer, high quality decision - making,
and the implementation of decisions by
motivated members.?
They further contrast the two approaches to understanding organizational performance. One approach stresses
information gathering, processing, and
dissemination as basic factors in organizational effectiveness. The other emphasizes power, influence, and control
as they are structured in the organization.B These approaches correlate directly with our developed concepts of
accounting control and management
control.
One basic question is whether there
should be a central information system
organized to serve the various control
needs of management.9 Further, should
this system be centralized under the
controllership function?
This then raises the question of capacity. It is feasible to expect the controller to acquire enough familiarity
"It is recognized that most of the behavioral
science research has been concerned with the
pervasiveness and transfer of information
rather than its explicit content. It is believed,
however, that there is a relationship which can
have application to the accounting model.
'Clagett G. Smith and Michael E. Brown,
"Communication Structure and Control Structure in a Voluntary Association," So c io m e try ,
December 1964, p. 449.
Vbi d . , p . 450.
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with all aspects of management constraints to organize such a system effectively? Is he to be expected to master
the variety of available models— probabilistic, behavioral, econometric and accounting—to enable his supervision of
the interpretation of data through them?
And, if not the controller, then what
other organizational unit should do this?
Centralizing the information system
under the controllership function would
require that the information process of
this organizational unit not be unduly restricted by external reporting requirements. External reporting is a necessary
constraint; but it should not negate the
capacity of the unit to develop adequate
information for management control.
This difficulty could be surmounted by
structuring the centralized unit to preclude information bias. By necessity it
would include personnel from many
disciplines, e.g., accounting, statistics,
sociology, psychology, etc.
If centralization of the information
system is not deemed advisable or possible, management can hardly be assured that a gap in the system will not
exist undetected until its absence permits a problem to develop. Even if such
gaps can be precluded, management is

still faced with the extra expenditure of
time and effort (quantifiable in resource
dollars) in overlapping accumulations
of data by different interpretive units.
Conclusion
The concepts of management and accounting control have many similarities;
e.g., management control is dominant
and related to action, accounting control is secondary and limited to providing control information; both emphasize
the total systems approach, and the
controller has been granted the responsibility for information provision. Differences in concept, however, are centered in the controllership function. The
"See Marshall K. Evans and Lou R. Hague,
"Master Plan for Informa tion Systems," Harva rd Bu si n ess R ev i e w, January- February 1962,
pp. 92 -103.
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controller is in a position to preempt
management's action prerogative —explicitly or implicitly. Because of the
narrowness of the accounting model, the
controller may also fail to provide the
wide breadth and variety of information
necessary for management control. Empirical evidence of this is found in the
emergence of information subgroups in
various enterprises.

A centralized information system can
provide the informational requirements
for management control if it is broad in
scope, gives cognizance to the many
disciplines inherent in developing organizational effectiveness, and is not
unduly restricted by the accounting
model. Such a system avoids uncoordinated information and the additional
cost of overlapping informational units.

Government Reports—Some Questions
and Comments
By Don B . Fr i s i nge r *
any companies that have
not received a manila or white
envelope bearing the return address of
the Securities and Exchange Commission, Department of Commerce or Bureau of the Budget? As business continues to expand, the government agencies
seem to be more interested in various
aspects of industry and company operations. With an upward trend in government requests, coupled with demands
for financial data from nongovernment
sources, companies are faced with an
increasing burden of supplying this information.
It seems appropriate at this time to
take a closer look at this area of government reports and question the relationship of the use of this information
to the need for collecting it. From the
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* Ka lama zoo Cha pt e r 1965. Ge ne ral Account ing, T he U p j o h n C om p an y, K al a ma z oo , Mi ch.
Hol ds a B. B.A. de gre e fr om We st e rn M i ch i gan
Uni versit y.
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other end of the problem, some comments on the information - collection
function seem to be in order.
Renegotiation Reports
One of the more time- consuming reports is the Renegotiation Report, which
is required under the Renegotiation Act
of 1951. Renegotiation is the process of
determining what part, if any, of the
profits realized from defense contracts
and subcontracts is excessive.
Statutory renegotiation of defense
contracts and related subcontracts dates
back to 1942 but the amended Renegotiation Act of 1951 created for the first
time an independent agency, the Renegotiation Board, to administer renegotiation. Admittedly, the Act was conceived during the period of national
emergency, not too unlike the situation
that exists today. However, sophistication in government contracting has certainly risen above the levels of 1951.
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In recent years, procurement techniques of the various agencies have been
developed which make it difficult for
companies to obtain excessive profits
under a government contract. Value engineering, incentive contracts, weighted
guidelines for profit determination, interim reviews and audits are some techniques which contribute to this result.
In addition, the Defense Department
and other procuring agencies are placing
greater emphasis on cost reduction and
competitive procurement.
Just what is involved with filing the
Renegotiation Report? Even if renegotiable sales are less than the minimum
$1,000,000, therefore requiring only a
statement of nonapplicability, considerable work is required in determining the
sales figures. Inquiries to customers, review of purchase orders and analysis
of products are all necessary. Those
companies whose renegotiable sales are
over $1,000,000 must go considerably
farther. Total company sales must be
segregated between renegotiable and
nonrenegotiable sales, and costs must
be similarly allocated. This last allocation can and usually does add up to a
great deal of preparation and analysis
time.
What seems questionable is whether
the burden placed on the companies is
really necessary relative to the results of
such filings. Small companies may spend
a considerable amount each year just to
find they are under the minimum sales
amount. Those companies with renegotiable sales up to $5,000,000 probably
spend even more and yet, of the total
refunds obtained in 1965, only 16%
were from companies with such sales
under $5,000,000. It does not seem
probable that the government needs to
be protected from these suppliers. It
would be desirable for Congress to use
the latest two -year extension of this Act
to fully explore its need and effectiveness.
Balance of Payments
By 1964, the U.S. balance of pay38

ments had reached a sizeable deficit.
This situation of more dollars leaving
our country than returning to it, led to
a government survey in late 1964 of
U.S. companies' status in this area.
This survey, in time, resulted in a comprehensive report, referred to as the Department of Commerce Summary Report.
From the standpoint that American
business investment in foreign countries is a factor in the balance of payments, the report is felt to be justifiable.
Recent releases seem to indicate that
results of the Report are having some
effect on the payments deficit.
What can be questioned is the fact
that there are several other reports filed
with the Department of Commerce, all
related to the same area. Our company
files four separate reports,* which collectively provide the same information
that makes up the Summary Report.
Granted, many figures for the Summary
Report are determined for and taken
from these other reports, but there still
exists a degree of overlapping, as well
as the actual multi- report preparation.
The above reports were specifically
mentioned to illustrate this one problem
area. Where there are several independent reports being filed, all of which are
related to a common phase of operations, it seems superfluous to introduce
still another report or even continue
the several existing ones, when it may be
possible to effect a report combination.
Or, in the example above, the Department of Commerce could do the collating of existing reports.
Report Format Communications
One other question which arises is
*Specifically, BE93 (International Receipts
and Payments of Royalties), BE577 (Transactions with Foreign Subsidiaries or Affiliated
Corporations), BE577S (Transactions of Primary Foreign Organizations with Secondary
Foreign Organizations) and BE578 (Operations of Foreign Branches or Other Unincorporated Foreign Business of U.S. Corporations).
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concerned primarily with annual government reports, such as the Census and
Tariff Commission Reports.
Reports such as these require a variety of detailed information on an annual basis, much of which necessitates
analysis and review throughout the year
in order to build up the annual figures.
The worksheets for this interim analysis
are set up according to the most recent
report requirements. What has happened in the past is that when the next
report forms have been received, the
information required has changed since
the prior report. These changes can be
additions, deletions, or more or less
detail compared to the previous requirements.
Regardless of what the changes are,
not knowing their nature until the current report is received places a burden
on the reporting companies, and one
which is felt to be unnecessary. It would
be quite helpful if some kind of advance
notice could be furnished when these
changes become known. This would
either enable interim analysis to be discontinued or eliminate the possibility of
doing a complete year analysis on new
information shortly before the report is
due.
Report Processing
The previous paragraphs were directed at rather specific reports. There
are many other government and non government reports to be filed, including those requested by universities, publications and associations. In fact, the
nongovernment reports are often not
completed due to such factors as timing
or the nature of request. Most companies, however, try to honor as many
requests as possible in addition to those
that are required and in order to do this
effectively, the organization of the processing function is of prime importance.
An essential factor in the processing
is the establishment of a report control
center for all "outside reports." By having all reports screened through the report control center, several immediate
JUNE1967

advantages occur:
1. Reports can be examined to determine whether they must be filed. In
our company, all new report requests are reviewed by our legal department before any work is done
on them.
2. If the information requested must
come from several sources, the report can be broken down and channeled to the proper source quickly.
Moreover, because the control center
has report files with a supporting
information source index, the possibility of a department preparing a
report for which another department
may already have the information, is
held to a minimum.
4. The control center can more efficiently follow up on report preparation,
to ensure filing by the required date.
5. Should a department receive a report
for completion, the department has
a place to send it immediately, eliminating the need for fitting it into
their own work schedule.
6. The number of people involved in
communicating requests and information is held to a minimum.
Finally, while there is a tendency to
look at these reports as a time- consuming burden, certain positive aspects accrue, such as increased cooperation between departments which is helpful in
contacts pertaining to other procedures
and problems. Besides, the variety of
information requested makes it interesting and, sometimes, challenging; working on these reports gives a person a
broader company operations background.
Government Reports Are Here to Stay
Although there will undoubtedly be
specific reports which can be questioned,
government reports in general are a
thing of the present and future, not of
the past. As volume increases, it can be
tedious to handle them efficiently, unless the processing function is well organized. With a well- organized report
processing function, much of the burden
can be alleviated and valuable information can be gained in the process.
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A Siinplified Method for Allocating Motoi
Carrier Line Haul Costs to Terminals
By William H. Wall*

A motor carrier installs a
terminal profit and loss statement,
one of the more controversial problems
encountered is the allocation of line
haul costs to terminals.
We had decided to install a weekly
terminal operating statement and, in
order to have this report on a timely
basis, we set out to establish what we
call Standard Trip Costs. These cost
standards were developed by:

W

costs for a three -month period and
calculating an average wage cost per
trip between ea ch two terminals in
ou r system.
2. Accumu la ting all other line haul
costs (depreciation, licenses, taxes,
ma intena nce, fuel, tires, etc.) for a
nine -month period (the longer the
ba se period, the better) and ca lculating an average cost per mile travelled.

HE N

1. Listing

point -to -point driver

3. Combining the avera ge point -to -point
wage cost (inclu ding all payroll fringe
items) with the a vera ge cost per mile
multiplied by the nu mber of miles
betwee n the two points or termina ls
involved.

wage

*Grand Rapids Chapter 1954. Treasurer, Controller, and Assistant Secretary of Michigan
Express, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich. A graduate
of Davenport College, Grand Rapids, Mich.

The resulting cost was then increased
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by an overall application of general and
administrative costs. These costs were
then charted (Exhibit 1) for easy reference.
For many years, it has been an accepted practice in the industry to determine terminal revenue or gross income, by allocating to a given terminal
the sum of one -half of the revenue
generated by the freight delivered to

destination by that terminal and one half of the revenue generated by freight
originated by that terminal. Once having
adopted this method of allocating revenue, simple logic dictates allocating the
cost of hauling freight between terminals
in the same manner; i.e., one -half the
cost to the terminal originating the load
and one -half the cost to the destination
terminal.
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vertical column designated by the same
point identification and enter the sum
in the grid intersection bearing the same
identification.
At intersection C -C would be entered
the sum of cwt -miles in intersections
C -D and CJ; at intersection D -D would
be entered the cwt -miles in intersection
C -D; and at intersection J -J would be
entered the cwt -miles in intersection C -J.
The sum of the amounts in intersections C -C, D -D and J -J is entered in
the block labeled "total cwt X miles,"
and then divided into the standard cost
which is obtained by referring to the
standard cost chart (Exhibit 1) .
The result is entered in the block
labeled scwt -mile. This cost per cwt mile is multiplied by the cwt -miles in
intersections C -C, D -D and J -J, and the
result is entered in the right -hand column on the same lines as the pertinent
intersections. These dollar amounts are
totaled in the block marked "total
which must agree with the standard cost
at the top of the form. (For sake of simplicity, all cost allocations are rounded
to the nearest whole dollar.)
s"

At this point, it is a simple matter to
allocate the standard trip cost to each
trip (indicated by a Dispatch Card
created for each movement), provided,
of course, t hat it is an "empty" move
or a load of freight hauled directly from
the originating terminal to the destination terminal. However, in our system,
approximately 30% of the daily moves
are complicated by one or more of the
following conditions:
—Part of load dropped at intermediate
terminal point.
— Partial load picked up at intermediate
terminal point.
— Freight being moved to an intermediate terminal for transfer and consolidation before moving to destination terminal.
— Transfer freight being moved from intermediate terminal to destination terminal.
A worksheet to handle these complex
moves was designed (Exhibit 2), which
consists of a grid with terminals identified across the top and down the side
of the sheet. Mileage between points is
indicated at the respective grid intersections.

Conclusion
To illustrate the allocation of costs, let
us assume that trailer 3722 on February
27 was moved from point C to point J
with a partial drop at point D.
The first step is to enter the weight
(to the nearest 100 lbs.) moved from
poin t C to point J in the intersecting
grid C -J and then enter the weight
moved from point C to point D in the
intersecting grid C -D. The next step is
to multiply the miles in the pertinent
intersecting grids by the weight moved
and enter the result (cwt- miles) in the
lower section of each grid. Now add the
cwt -miles figures in each horizontal and
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a simple, fairly accurate
The result
means of allocating road haul costs to
terminals. At our volume (175 -190
moves per day), one clerk is able to
calculate the cost allocations in approximately two hours per day, plus another
hour per week to summarize the detail
by chargeable terminal.
The weekly allocation is broadcast to
the terminals on the Tuesday morning
following that week, and the weekly
operating statements are received in the
general office by Thursday morning.
This provides management with a timely
measurement of the operating efficiency
of each terminal.
is

An Mustration
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Responsibility Reporting vs. Direct Costing—
Is There a Conflict?
oped a reasonably comprehensive theory
of internal reporting.

B y W I L LI AM L. F ERRARA
NE OF THE most difficult internal
reporting problems to resolve is the
conflict between responsibility reporting
and direct costing. In this light one usually refers to responsibility reporting as
"control oriented" while direct costing
is referred to as "decision oriented." 1
The purpose of this paper is to put
forth a series of hypotheses which if
proven correct or accepted would indicate that this conflict is an imaginary
conflict brought forth by the fact that
we accountants have not as yet devel-

Responsibility Reporting—
Measuring the Man

O

The essence of responsibility reporting is embodied in the idea that responsibility reports are designed to measure
how well a man (or a group) has fulfilled his (their) responsibilities in terms
of the elements of costs and revenues
subject to his (their) influence.2 Along
these lines one should consider the table
below as an illustration of a responsibility report for one retail store which
is part of a chain store complex:

Sales
Costs controllable by store manager:
Cost of goods sold
Wages and commissions
Payroll taxes —Wages and commissions
Supplies

$1,200
$840
80
5
35

Store manager's profit contribution
' See:
Robert Beyer, Profitability Accounting for
Planning and Control, The Ronald Press Co.,
New York, 1963.
William Langenberg, "Sequential Profit Measurement = Optimum Profit," N A A Bulletin,

960
$ 240

June 1964.
William L. Ferrara, "The Contribution Approach," N A A Bulletin, December 1964.
Y

Under appropriate conditions elements of
capital employed would also be considered.

DR. WILLIAM L. FERRARA, CPA, Williamsport Chapter
(Sangamon Valley 19 5 9), is Profe sso r o f Acc o un tin g a t Th e
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa. He
taught formerly at the University of Illino is and Michigan
State Univ ersity. A grad uate of DePau l University, Profe ssor
Fe rra ra ho lds M.A. a nd Ph .D. de g re e s fro m Mich iga n S tate
University. Dr. Ferrara has co- authored (with 1. Wa y n e
Keller) Management Accounting for Profit Control. His articles appeared in leading accounting journals. A previous
contributor 10 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, Professor Ferrara
is a re c ip ie n t o f t wo NAA Certific ates of Me rit (in 1959 -60
and 1963 -64).
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Sales
Traceable variable costs:
Cost of goods sold
Wages and commissions
Payroll taxes —Wages and commissions
Supplies
Marginal contribution
Traceable fixed costs:
Salaries
Payroll taxes — Salaries
Depreciation
Property taxes
Insurance
Heat, light and power
Store profit contribution
The traceable costs are subdivided
into variable and fixed, with variable
costs deducted first to derive a marginal
contribution which is often referred to
as the "contribution to fixed costs" or
even "variable profit." 3 From the marginal contribution we have deducted the
traceable fixed costs to derive the "Store
In this case the Marginal Contribution and
the Store Manager's Profit Contribution are
numerically equal even though the concepts
used to derive each are essentially different.
The reason for the numerical equality, in this
that "costs controllable by the
instance,
is

I
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reached among all parties affected as to
which items are to be considered controllable by each person or group since
no one person or group will ever have
complete control over all aspects of a
particular cost or revenue.
Direct Costing — Measuring the Activity
In direct costing we concentrate on
those items which can be traced to a
segment of an enterprise, regardless of
who can control the items. Thus, direct
costing appears to be impersonal in nature.
The table below illustrates the measurement of an activity through application of direct costing:
S
$1,200

%
100.0

960

80.0

$ 240

20.0

174

14.5

66

5.5

$840
80
35

$ 40
110

10
$

Profit Contribution." Note in this case
the addition of a percentage column, the
full significance of which shall be discussed below.
As indicated earlier, there can be
some difference of opinion on which
items are to be considered controllable
store manager" and "traceable variable costs"
are numerically equal. This due to the assumptions that all costs controlled by the
store manager are variable and that merchandise purchases are from external suppliers
rather than from internal manufacturing divisions of our "chain store complex."
is

Normally such a report would contain actual, budget and variance data.
In this case the extra data is excluded
in order to concentrate on concepts.
One difficulty with the concepts portrayed in this illustration is the determination of those elements of cost
which are considered controllable by the
store manager. In this context we usually
say controllable items are those items
which the man can influence. However,
the amount of influence (or power) he
needs before we consider the item controllable by him is subject to considerable difference of opinion. This leads us
to the point that in each and every company where responsibility reporting is
used, an agreement will have to be
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Profit- Volume Chart
A Retail Store

Profit - Volume
Line

EXHIBIT 1

by a man. A similar problem exists in
the case of traceability, since there can
be some difference of opinion on which
items are to be considered traceable to
an activity. Not much is said in the literature of accounting about this difference of opinion, however even casual
conversation with practitioners as well
as academicians usually reveals some
controversy on this issue.
Direct Costing —The Decision
Orientation
The control orientation of responsibility reporting is fairly obvious due to
the fact that personalized measures of
performance (actual vs. standard or
budget) are fairly explicit in any reasonable concept of control. However,
the decision orientation of direct costing
is not as well understood. In order to
make this decision orientation clear it
is necessary to examine the implications
of the table above especially the marJUNE1967

ginal contribution percentage 4 and the
traceable fixed costs.
Via the marginal contribution percentage and traceable fixed costs, one
can prepare a profit - volume chart (as
in Exhibit 1) which contains all of the
cost - volume -profit implications of break even analysis. It is these cost- volumeprofit implications which represent the
decision orientation of direct costing
whether they are prepared graphically
as in a profit - volume or break -even chart
or algebraically.
To draw the "profit- volume line" one
simply has to determine the profit contribution at various volume levels. With
these profit contribution figures determined and plotted on the profit - volume
chart (as shown), the line connecting
the plotted points helps to quickly determine the profit contribution at any
volume level.
' Often referred to as the P -V Ratio.
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Through the use of such a chart,
or the algebra implicit in it, one can
quickly see how it can aid in those ever
present day - today decisions affecting
the relationships between costs, volume
and profit. As usual with any technique,
one can exaggerate its usefulness. This
has happened in the case of direct costing and its cost - volume -profit implications.
The direct costing technique must be
looked upon as a first approximation
to decisions involving changes or alterations in costs,' volume and profits.
The main reasons for this are possible
changes in (1) the marginal contribution percentage, (2) traceable fixed costs
and (3) the mix of items making up
the sales volume.

A Re spon sibility Rep ort

Controllable revenues
Controllable costs
Profit contribution
A Direct Costing Re port

Revenue
Traceable variable costs
Marginal contribution
Traceable fixed costs
Profit contribution

Co mb in e d Re spo nsib ility —
Direct Costing Report

XXXX
Revenues
Variable costs controllable by
XXXX
the man 6
XXXX
Marginal contribution
Traceable fixed costs controllable
XXXX
by the man
Profit contribution of the man XXXX
Traceable fixed costs controllable
XXXX
by others
Profit contribution of the acXXXX
tivity

Combining Responsibility Reporting
and Direct Costing

46

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

As for the possibility of combining
both reports into one for purposes of
economy of preparation and use, the
following should be somewhat representative:

Thus, if one keeps in mind the possibility and perhaps desirability of changes
in the marginal contribution percentage,
traceable fixed costs, and sales mix; inappropriate applications of cost- volumeprofit analysis via direct costing will be
reduced and perhaps eliminated.

At this point an apparently logical
conclusion would be that "control oriented" and "decision oriented" reports are
both beneficial and thus we should try
to find some way to include both types
of reports in our internal accounting system. This could be accomplished in two
distinct ways; viz.:
1. Issue two separate reports for each
segment of the firm —one a control
oriented report and the other a decision oriented report.
2. Issue one report for each segment of
the firm which includes both direct
costing and responsibility reporting
concepts.
Two separate reports would take the
form of the tables presented earlier. In
more generalized terms, these reports
could be "blocked out" as follows:

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

Apparently, we are now at the point
where everyone should be satisfied. We
have found a way to include both responsibility reporting and direct costing
in an accounting system in order that
we might take advantage of "control
oriented" as well as "decision oriented"
concepts of internal reporting. This is
not the case; however, since the dichotomy between "decision oriented" and
"control oriented" reports may not be
legitimate as it appears. A re- examination of this dichotomy is thus in order.
We are assuming here that revenues traceable
to an enterprise segment are equal to revenues
controllable by the man (or group) in charge
of that enterprise segment.
" We are assuming here that all variable costs
traceable to an enterprise segment would be
controllable by the man in charge of that enterprise segment.
5
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Control Oriented vs.
should be decision oriented, i.e., orienDecision Oriented Reports
ted toward inducing a desired behavior
Of primary consideration in responsi- (decision) pattern.
For example, if we conceive a perbility reporting is the ability of the person or group involved to influence ele- formance report and the method of
using a performance report to constiments of cost, revenue and even capital
employed. Thus it would seem that re- tute a message(s) to the person or
sponsibility reporting does involve the group whose performance is being measdecision making authority delegated to ured we can in effect say that the mesthe particular person or group whose sage(s) orients the recipient to act in
a certain way. The only issue then
performance is being measured.
In order to appreciate how this deci- would be to make sure that the "insion making authority can make control duced" behavior pattern is the "desired"
reports "decision oriented" one need behavior pattern.
only review the main purposes for The Concept of "Desired Inclination"
which costs are useful in the control
The idea of a desired behavior patof operations. These purposes as put
forth by the American Accounting As- tern being the induced behavior pattern
sociation's 1955 Committee on Cost can be referred to in terms of whether
Accounting Concepts and Standards are: or not an individual responsibility reCosts are useful, along with other de- port or responsibility reporting techvices, as a means of communicating in- nique yields the "desired inclination."
The existence of desired inclination is
formation about approved plans.
Costs may be constructed and used in measured in terms of the extent to
a way that will motivate individuals which induced behavior is consistent
within the organization to take action with the goals of the organization as
most likely to further the interests of the a whole.
firm.
Professor Anthony refers to "desired
Costs are useful as a means of reporting inclination" as "goal congruence" in the
actual performance and the differences sense that a control system "should be
between actual performance and the per- structured so that the goals of people
formance that should have been attained under the circumstances. These in the organization are, as far as feasreports may provide a useful tool for ible, consistent with the goals of the
improving performance in future peri- organization as a whole. "" Professor
Horngren refers to the same concept
ods.?
as
"harmony of objectives." A
Upon reviewing the above three ways
in which costs (revenues and capital
In order to emphasize the meaning of
employed, too) may be utilized in the desired inclination, a few illustrations
control process, one finds that the earlier will be offered. These illustrations recomments on responsibility reports con- late to:
centrate almost exclusively on the last
a) charges for the use of a company airitem —the variance concept of control
plane;
reporting. A little more concentration
b) unused budgeted resources;
on the communication and motivation
c) a salesman's performance report.
aspects of cost constructions for control
Charges for the use of a company
purposes (items 1 and 2) should yield
the hypothesis that all control reports 'Robert N. Anthony, Man ag eme nt Ac co un ting (third edition), Richard D . Irwin, Inc.,
° Committee on Cost Concepts and Standards, Homewood, Ill., 1964, p. 362.
"Tentative Statement of Cost Concepts Under- 'Charles T . Horngren, "Choosing Accounting
lying Reports for Management Purposes," Th e Practices for Reporting to Management,"
Ac c o u n t i n g R e v i e w, April 195 6, p. 188.
NA A B u l l e t i n , September 1962 , p. 7.
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airplane may involve one of three pricing concepts, viz., a subsidy price, a
market price, a deterrent price. A subsidy price would encourage people to
use the airplane due to the fact that its
service could be obtained for a price less
than commercial air service. A market
price would tend to make use of the
company airplane equal to commercial
air service unless there are conveniences
related to the company airplane such
as direct flights, flights scheduled at the
convenience of the user, and more convenient airport facilities. A deterrent
price would tend to offset any extra
conveniences.
Many times amounts budgeted for a
segment of an organization are unused
at the en d of a fiscal yea r a nd policy
requires that such unused amounts be
returned to the general funds of the
organization. Such a policy encourages
a somewhat reckless spending policy on
the part of enterprise segments toward
the end of a year. A wiser policy, in
terms of the desired inclination, might
be to permit carry forwards of unused
amounts for limited periods of time,
e.g., one year.
A salesman whose performance is
judged in terms of volume would be
inclined to obtain volume per se. This
inclination would not be desirable since
firms are interested in profitable volume.
Thus a salesman whose performance is
judged in terms of his profit contribution would be inclined toward profitable volume. In order to emphasize
other important aspects of his task, a
salesman should also be judged in terms
of the r ati o of cal ls to customers, the
ratio of orders to calls, the number of
new customers, the number of lost customers, average size of order, average
miles traveled per call, etc. Each measure of performance and the standards
established for them will have an impact
on the salesman's behavior.
There are many other illustrations
that could be given. This, however, is
unnecessary due to the fact that the
48

concept should be clear. In addition,
the idea that "control oriented" reports
can be (should be) made "decision
oriented" via desired inclination should
also be clear. What is unclear is how, in
a specific sense, this can eliminate the
conflict between responsibility reporting
and direct costing.
Hypotheses to Be Tested
At this time the author has no illusions about his ability to completely
resolve the apparent or real conflict between responsibility reporting and direct
costing. However, it should not be too
difficult to put forth a series of hypotheses to be tested which could easily result
in a resolution of this conflict. In addition to putting forth these hypotheses
some preliminary comments will be
made concerning why these hypotheses
are most likely true.
The hypotheses are as follows:
I. Direct costing reports are most useful at upper management levels,
since the decisions they relate to
are more properly handled at upper management levels.
1I. At lower levels of an organization
a responsibility report should include absorption costing concepts.
III. At higher levels of an organization
a responsibility report should include direct costing concepts.
IV. To improve the desired inclination
related to direct costing reports,
there should be a revision in the
commonly accepted definition of
traceable costs.
Hypothesis--I
Direct costing reports are most useful
at upper management levels, since the
decisions they relate to are more properly handled at upper management levels.
In the usual literature on direct costing very little, if anything, is mentioned
about the specific recipient of reports."'
Direct costing relates to decisions involving cost - volume - profit relationships;
In the usual case just a statement that "management" needs such reports for sound decision making is given.
10
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Northern Sales District
Direct Costing Income Report

Sales

1,5 00, 000

100.0

Variable costs
Cost of goods sold
Bonus
Commissions
Total

840,000
4,500
75,000
919,500

56.0
.3
5. 0
61.3

Marginal contribution

580,500

38.7

District fixed expenses (traceable)
Travel - Salesmen
Travel - General
Stationery
Postage
Telephone and telegraph
Salaries
Rent
Taxes
Insurance
Advertising
Total

64,000
8,2 00
3,2 00
5,6 00
13 ,4 00
58,000
22,500
6,6 00
1, 5 0 0
35,000
218,000

4. 3
.5
.2
.4
.9
3.9
1. 5
.4
.1
2.3
14.5

District profit contribution

362,500

24.2

EXHIBIT 2

therefore the recipient of the report
should be someone whose position requires an understanding and utilization
of cost - volume - profit relationships.
Hypothesis I implies that the person
who understands and utilizes cost -volume -profit data occupies a position at
the upper management level. Exactly
how high is difficult to say but, since
the total production- marketing complex
is involved, it probably should be someone close to the top of either production
or marketing, or someone above both
production and marketing, such as a
product line manager who has responsibility for production and sales of a
product line.
As a possible illustration of what
could happen if the wrong people are
recipients of a direct costing income
statement, one should consider Exhibit
2 as being rendered to the manager in
JUNE 1967

charge of a particular sales district of
a manufacturing firm. The manager of
the sales territory could be inclined
toward two possible erroneous conclusions on the basis of Exhibit 2, and
these erroneous conclusions could lead
to trouble for the company as a whole.
In the first place, since only variable
manufacturing costs are included in the
statement the profitability of the territory is exaggerated. This exaggeration
creates difficulty since people at lower
organization levels may not appreciate
that fixed manufacturing costs as well as
non - traceable distribution and administrative expenses must be incurred.
Therefore, profitability is considerably
lower than 24.2% of sales shown in
Exhibit 2.
The second instance of a possible
erroneous conclusion resulting from Exhibit 2 is due to the fact that the district
49

profit contribution will vary directly
with the marginal contribution. The
sales manager would thus be inclined to
push those products with the greatest
unit marginal contribution since this
would increase the district profit contribution. However, due to the possibility of scarce resources, such as labor
hours or machine hours, the products
to push would be those with the greatest
marginal contribution per scarce resource and not per unit.
In order to avoid the difficulty of
exaggerated profits mentioned here the
company should render a report similar
to Exhibit 3 as explained later under
Hypothesis II. In order to avoid having

sales managers and even salesmen pushing the wrong products someone or
some group in the upper echelons of
management should determine which
products to push to further the company's total interests, and the sales
managers and salesmen could be offered
some incentive such as higher commission and bonus rates for the more profitable products. The higher commission
and bonus rates should incline these
men to behave in a manner which is
more consistent with company objectives.
Hypothesis —II
At lower levels of an organization a re-

Northern Sales District
Report of Manager's Profit Responsibility

Sales
Standard cost of goods sold (full cost)
Gross profit
District selling expenses (traceable)
Sales manager's responsibility
Bonus
Commissions
Travel - Salesmen
Travel - General
Stationery
Postage
Telephone and telegraph
Total
Sales manager's contribution
District selling expenses (traceable)
Other responsibilities
Salaries
Rent
Taxes
Insurance
Advertising
Total
District profit contribution
Allocated expenses (non - traceable)
Home office (5% sales)
District net profit (loss)

1,500,000
1,200,000
300,000

4,500

100.0
80.0
20.0

75,000
64,000
8,200
3,200
5,600
13,400
173,900
126,100

.3
5.0
4.3
.5
.2
.4
.9
11.6
8.4

58,000
22,500
6,600
1,500
35,000
123,600
2,500

3.9
1.5
.4
.1
2.3
8.2
.2

75,000
(72,500)

5.0

EXHIBIT 3
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sponsibility report should include absorption costing concepts.
A most useful responsibility report at
the level of the manager of a sales district would be Exhibit 3 which shows
two contribution figures and a district
net profit (loss) figure. The first contribution figure "measures the man"
(the sales manager) in terms of the
elements of cost and revenue subject
to his influence. In order not to exaggerate the size of the "sales manager's contribution," a full standard cost of goods
sold has been deducted. The second
contribution figure "measures the activity "" in terms of the elements of
cost and revenue which can be traced
to the district regardless of who can
influence them. To derive the "District
profit contribution" (measurement of
the activity), those district selling expenses which were traceable and controllable by others were deducted from
the "Sales manager's contribution." The
final net profit (loss) figure is the result
of deducting an arbitrary (there is no
other way for true non - traceable costs)
amount of home office expenses which
are assumed to be non - traceable in
nature.
The reasons for the structure of the
statement can be categorized as follows:
Lack of direct costing data. Cost -volume -profit decisions are assumed to be
applicable to higher organization levels.
Sales manager's contribution figure is
designed to indicate the sum total
(profit -wise) of the sales manager's activities. In order to incline the sales
manager to make decisions which will
improve his profit contribution, his performance should be measured in terms
of his contribution and he may be given
a bonus based on his contribution. Furthermore, in order to incline him and
his salesmen toward pushing more profitable lines, higher management levels
"The "measurement of the activity" in this
case is a bit different from a strict direct costing interpretation in the sense that a full cost
of goods sold is deducted.
JUNE 1967

should determine which lines are truly
more profitable and offer greater commissions to the salesmen and the sales
manager for sales of more profitable
lines.
District profit contribution. It should
be made clear that the sales manager's
responsibility ends at the "Sales manager's contribution" line. The reason for
extending the statement down to the
"District profit contribution" is to give
a message to the sales manager regarding a more complete picture of his district's profitability. This message in effect
tells him that there are certain necessary
costs that pertain to his district which
must be covered by the revenues of his
district even though he cannot influence
such costs.
District net profit (loss). The reason
for the deduction of non - traceable items
is similar to the reason for deduction of
traceable costs controllable by others.
The two cost categories are deducted
separately in order to emphasize the
significant difference between the two
categories. Some, however, might prefer
to skip the "District profit contribution"
and go directly to a "District net profit
(loss)."
At the level of a sales district there
can thus be a very significant difference
between a direct costing report (Exhibit
2) and a responsibility report (Exhibit
3). However, if Hypotheses I and II
are correct or accepted, there is no conflict, since Exhibits 2 and 3, even though
they relate to the same district, would
be rendered to different organization
levels.
Hypothesis III
At higher levels of an organization a responsibility report would include direct
costing concepts.
This hypothesis can be looked at in
two distinct ways, viz.:
1. Reports covering a specific higher organization level which are rendered
to the man or group in charge of that
level, and
2. Reports covering lower organization
51

Direct costing reports incline people to
make optimum product mix decisions
given the constraint of products currently being produced. A revision in the
definition of traceable costs would retain the above inclination toward optimum product mix but would add the
very favorable questioning attitude as to
whether resources applied to the production of an individual product should be
applied to the production of some product not currently in the company's line.
The general nature of this hypothesis
is quite easily illustrated. The first point
to consider is the usual definition of a
traceable cost. Traceable costs are those
costs which would not exist if the product, product line, or other segment of
the firm with which we are dealing did
not exists" Such traceable costs consist
of fixed as well as variable components.
Since, in general, all variable
are
traceable, the non - traceable costs (sometimes called common costs) are usually
fixed in nature. The fixed costs which
should perhaps be classified as traceable
rather than non - traceable are the fixed
costs applicable to a productive department or a machine which can be used
to produce a variety of products. A
quote should make this clear, viz.:

Hypothesis IV
To improve the desired inclination related to direct costing reports, there
should be a revision in the commonly
accepted definition of traceable costs.
An alternative method of stating this
hypothesis would be as follows:

Let us consider a very simplified ex-

"A possible exception might be an allocation
of costs related to the corporate headquarters
of a divisionalized corporation.
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costs

levels which are intended for the use
of upper organization levels.
In case 1 one can appreciate what
happens as he proceeds up the organization ladder —he begins to consider larger
and larger areas of responsibility. At
the product line management level and
above, both fixed and variable elements
of manufacturing and distribution cost
are subject to the influence of one responsible person or group. A direct costing report prepared for such levels is
thus in essence a responsibility report.
Thus one need not refer to controllable
items since at such levels all elements of
cost and revenue that would appears=
are controllable and one can concentrate
on the fixity and variability of costs in
relation to the cost - volume -profit decisions that are inherent in such higher
organizational levels.
In case 2 we come to grips with a
more usual problem in direct costing,
i.e., reports of enterprise segments such
as sales districts, sales regions, classes
of customers, channels of distribution,
etc., prepared on a strict direct costing
basis. Even though these reports relate
to lower organization levels, they are
(or should be) intended for the use of
upper organization levels and at such
higher levels all items included in the
reports would be controllable. This in
essence means that a direct costing report of a lower organization level is a
segment of a larger responsibility report.
Both the segment report and the larger
report are (should be) designed to induce an orientation toward profitable
cost - volume -profit decisions by the same
responsible person or group.

Because the nonvariable costs of this department would continue to exist if one
or two of the product lines were dropped
and because the total is not changed by
the extent to which it is used by any
product line, it is a common cost. None
of the product lines is directly responsible for this cost and, to assign it to the
lines by allocation, distorts the facts.14
The contention in the above hypothesis is the exact opposite of the contention of the preceding quote. An illustration should make clear why this writer
disagrees with the quotation.

13

Raymond P. Marple, "The Relative Contribution Approach to Management Reporting,"
NAA Bulletin, June 1963, p. 12.
Robert Beyer, op. cil., p. 53.
Wilmer Wright, op. cit., p. 152.
" Marple, op. cit., p. 12.
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sume that the company's two products
can both be produced i n th e one p roduction department of the company
which has a capacity of 15,000 machine
hours. Other facts are as follows:

Products
Sales price per unit
Variable costs per unit
Marginal contribution per unit
Sales potential (in units)
Required machine hours per unit

3

$3

$2

12,000

18,000

1

.5

$36,000

6,000 A @ $3

18,000

Total
Fixed costs
Net profit

$54,000
45,000
$ 9,000

The fixed costs were not allocated to
the two products in accordance with
the usual definition of traceable fixed
costs. This lack of allocation ensured
a sound product mix decision given that
only A and B are to be considered. On
a product basis, however, one could
say that of the 15,000 hours of available capacity 9,000 or 315 were applied
to B and 6,000 or 2/5 were applied to
A. On the basis of the proportion of
hours to be used, the fixed costs could
be allocated to products in order to
produce the following data:

Fixed costs (2/5; 3/5)
Net profit

18,000
0

$

A
$18,000
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Marginal contribution
18,000 B @ $2

Products
Marginal contribution

The result of the allocation would
be to indicate that even though we did
choose the optimum mix of A and B to
produce and sell we ought to think of
alternative uses for the facilities used
by product A since product A produces
no profit. The usual definition and treatment of traceable fixed costs fails to

B
$5

Total

B
$36,000

$54,000

27,000

45,000

9,000

9 000

$

The sales manager of the Northern
District (see Exhibit 2) would have
been inclined to push product A because of its greater contribution per
unit. However, someone interested in
total company profitability would be
inclined to push product B, since for
each hour of productive time applied to
B, $4 (two units @ $2) of marginal
contribution could be derived, whereas
for product A only $3 (1 unit @ $3)
could be derived.
The solution to the product mix
problem is to produce and sell B up
to its sales potential and then use any
remaining facilities to produce and sell
A. Since the 18,000 unit sales potential
of B could be fulfilled by using 9,000
machine hours, the remaining 6,000
machine hours could be used to produce
6,000 A. In profitability terms the following figures result:

A
$9

$

ample. Assume a two - product company
with fixed costs of $45,000 all applicable
to production, i.e., by assumption no
sales or administrative effort exists or
has to exist in this company. Also as-

1

illustrate this point. 15
To those who might think the allocation used here is arbitrary, one can
15
Mr. Beyer and Mr. Wright (see footnote 13)
would be exceptions here since even though
they agree with the definition of traceable
costs, they allocate non - traceable costs to product lines.
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only respond that if a particular department has capacity costs assignable to
it of $45,000 and one product uses 315
of the capacity while another uses 2/5,
no better non - arbitrary method could
be devised. In essence the department's
fixed costs are $3 per hour: 45,000
1 5,000
The writer submits that this allocation is non - arbitrary. However, it would
still be appropriate to point out that the
allocation was made on the basis of
proposed use of facilities not on the
basis of some arbitrary percentage or
on the basis of past usage of the facilities. It is the arbitrary percentage or
past usage which could distort the facts,
not the proposed use.
One final thought should be mentioned here, that is, it is not the writer's
intention to recommend elimination of
the non - traceable cost category. It is
his intention to call attention to the
fact that there are elements of costs
that many might conceive of as non traceable which would more properly
be treated as traceable in accordance
with an optimum product mix decision,
i.e., intended use of the facilities. If
this hypothesis is accepted, the exaggerated nature of the profit contribution
reported in a direct costing income
statement could be somewhat modified.lc
Testing the Hypotheses
In order to accept or reject the
hypotheses, some research will have to
be undertaken. This research could take
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the form of interviews with practitioners
(and perhaps academicians). However,
the most fruitful avenues of research
to test these hypotheses would be a
careful review of reports and reporting
techniques used by leading companies
and /or computer simulation. Computer
simulation, to the extent that one can
simulate a complex business environment with a computer, seems to offer
the best opportunity for a controlled
series of tests.
Summary and Conclusions
The conflict between responsibility
reporting and direct costing can be
considered more apparent than real if
the hypotheses put forth are considered
reasonable. Of primary importance in
these hypotheses is the organization
level to which reports are directed in
order to emphasize the idea that each
report should incline its recipient to
act in a certain manner, that is, in
harmony with company objectives. This
emphasis makes our control reports decision oriented since great reliance is
placed upon the implicit message given
to the report recipient when he is informed of his budget or performance
standards and the various indices used
to evaluate his performance.
This may call for showing manufacturing
costs (cost of goods sold) in a direct costing
income statement in two parts, i.e., the variable portion under variable costs and the fixed
portion under traceable fixed costs in order to
preserve the integrity of the marginal contribution percentage.

18
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Product Warranty
B y WI LLI AM L. SHUTTER
many manufacturers attach
their product or include in their
package, a written statement of their
warranty policy and procedure. The
statement outlines the conditions under
which the company will replace to the
original owner, "Free of Charge," any
part or parts shown on examination by
the manufacturer's representative to be
defective in material and /or workmanship. The conditions include a statement
as to how long the warranty is applicable and that normal wear, abuse or neglect, is excluded from the warranty.
The administration of a warranty
policy can become a complex and expensive operation. A hit -or -miss approach will not produce satisfactory results. Obviously each company must
tailor its plan to its own situation.
Our company manufactures internal
combustion engines for the lawn and
garden industry, chainsaws, and outboard motors. Our warranties are for
governed and outboard engines —one
year; for nongoverned and chainsaw engi n e s -4 5 days. The foregoing applies
and becomes effective from date of
customer purchase.
The customer service division furnishes initial warranty claim reports to

A

GREAT

our central warehouse distributors, service distributors and service stations. The
claim report is a two -part form as per
Exhibit 1. The customer requesting warranty service presents warranty registration, bill of sale or proper proof of
purchase date to enable our Service
Account to determine if request falls
within the warranty period. The Service
Account will inspect and repair the engine— chainsaw or outboard. For parts
found to be defective, and labor connected with such replacement as per
company flat rate schedule, the original
copy of claim report will be submitted
complete for factory crediting. No warranty claim is honored by the company
unless it is submitted complete on the
company form.
The customer service division reviews
the claims for acceptance and if satisfactory forwards to the EDP center for
processing. A summary of the warranty
claims processed is prepared weekly,
with copies submitted to Engineering,
Manufacturing, and Quality Control.
Much can be learned from warranty
failures that can be used in planning
corrective measures to parts to eliminate future claims.
Payment for warranty work will be
made by factory "Warranty Credit
Voucher" which is a three -part form
(Exhibit 2). The first copy as shown is

WILLIAM L. SAUTTER, CPA, Tri- Cities Chapter (Detroit
1931), Controller of Mo rley Brothers, Saginaw, Mich. He is a
graduate of Valparaiso University and has been a management consultant. He was formerly Vice President and Controller of Clinton Engines Corporation, Maquoketa, Iowa;
Vice President - Finance of Jervis Corporation, Grandville,
Mich.; Treasurer and Director of Moynahan Bronze Company, Flat Rock, Mich.; and supervising senior accountant
with Ernst & Ernst, Detroit, Mich.
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I M P O R T A N T I TO INSURE PROMPT HANDLING —FILL IN COMPLETELY(
EXHIBIT 1

the Central Warehouse Distributors file
copy and check, the second copy is the
Service Distributor copy, and the third
copy is the Service Station copy.
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The credit voucher issued for claims
submitted is to be presented for full
credit to the service center's source of
supply. Such supply source will credit
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
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WARRANTY CREDIT VOUCHER
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EXHIBIT 2

the party presenting the credit voucher
with the total value indicated as it applies to his classification of service.
In the illustrative sample the Service
Station would be credited with the
amount shown in box under credit
amount — $2.94. The service distributor
would be credited with the amount
shown in box under "Ref -D" —$2.75
when he passes the voucher to the central warehouse distributor. The central
warehouse distributor will deduct the
net amount shown in the box under
"Ref -C" —$2.56 from a remittance to
the company.
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As the voucher passes through the
various distribution steps, each is to
tear off and retain his designated copy
for tax and record - keeping purposes
and pass on all the remaining copies.
Parts that must be returned to source
of supply before voucher can be honored are checked in the designated column with a * symbol.
As the warranty credit vouchers are
prepared, a register is also prepared to
serve as the basis for a journal entry
transferring the monthly total from the
free reserve to "Warranty Vouchers
Outstanding." When the voucher
57

reaches the central warehouse distributor, having previously passed through
the other distribution channels, it is now
ready for redemption. The CWD s ubmits the voucher and the face amount
applicable to the CWD is credited to
his account receivable and charged to
the "Warranty Vouchers Outstanding."
A tabulation is made of vouchers redeemed summarizing the amount applicable to the month in which the
voucher was issued. As these amounts
are deducted from the original monthly
totals we know the a ge of ou r u n r e deemed warranty vouchers.
As a by- product of processing the
claim cards, the computer system furnishes statistical information showing
month and year of manufacture, applicable claims and amounts, which information is used to prepare a schedule of
warranty claims. This schedule shows
the pattern of claims, the length of time
before claims occur, and the anticipated
period when the claims should be completed. From this schedule we prepare
a frequency distribution table showing
the quarterly distribution of claims filed
as a percent of total claims filed. Trend,
pattern, delay and /or promptness between manufacture and marketing outlet sale can then be observed. A corollary schedule is also prepared showing
the dollar amounts of the claims.
In order to compare readily the pattern of variation of the warranty units
where the total number of items included in each distribution is not the same,
we reduce each distribution to a present
basis of calendar year sales. To reduce
the monthly fluctuations we tabulate our
data by quarters. We prepare a table
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showing the years across the top and
the number of quarters from the beginning of the year down the side. When
we insert the percents in their applicable quarters, we obtain a pictorial panorama of our warranty activity in relation to our unit sales. We can readily
detect pattern and quantity shifts, and
determine percentage changes in our
warranty claims.
A comparison of unit claim costs for
the periods outlined above permits analysis of cost changes and furnishes
guides for subsequent forecasts.
At the end of the fiscal year, there
arises the problem of determining the
amount of warranty reserve for federal
income tax purposes and the CPA's.
With data available as previously outlined, forecasts can be prepared which
will indicate the anticipated period the
warranty claims will be completed. For
uncompleted periods, trends can be applied for remaining units and expected
claim amounts. Computations can be
made to test the validity of the amount
to be used for the current provision for
warranty.
Another approach to determine the
required amount for the year -end reserve and subsequent year provision is
to measure the activity between two
time periods, thus obtaining the average time claims are outstanding and
average cost per claim.
The evaluation and determination of
warranty reserves can be an annoying
problem but we have found the simplified approaches outlined to be adequate
for our requirements. Other companies
may have found it desirable to develop
more sophisticated methods for their
requirements.
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Clerical Work Effectiveness Program
How to Get the Facts
By W ILLI AM E. GRACE
can be defined
as work simplification combined
with the related techniques, such as work
sampling, motion studies, etc., in a systematic application of common sense to
find a simpler and better way of doing
work, and utilizing to the fullest the
skills of individuals available. This is an
organized approach available to everyone to eliminate waste of any kind —
waste time, energy, space, material,
equipment, etc.
Basically, the goals of training clerical
and administrative personnel in work
effectiveness techniques would be (1) to
improve their services, (2) to reduce the
cost, and (3) to improve supervision.
We must organize our program
around participation because learning is
usually best accomplished by doing. Active participation at all levels of personnel representing various operational segments of the business provide a "cross
fertilization" approach or solution to
problems of the business. Active participation also provides personal satisfaction
when it is built on understanding. Understanding plus confidence must exist
from top to bottom in order that elimi-

W

ORK EFFECTIVENESS

nation of waste can be carried on with
enthusiasm to provide the opportunity
for self expression, for accomplishment
and recognition, and to provide job interest and encourage enthusiastic cooperation.
The basic "tool" of work effectiveness
is an orderly approach to the solution
of the problem which generally includes
the following five steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select a situation for study.
Get all the facts.
Analyze the facts.
Develop the improvement.
Apply or install the improvement.

This paper deals with the aids available in the crucial step of getting all the
facts.
Work Distribution Chart
This chart should be designed to reveal the major activities of an organizational unit and the contribution of each
individual to each function performed
by the group. It serves to point up jobs
to study.
The first step is the preparation of a
Task List for each individual showing
each separate duty and number of hours
per week spent on each. The next step
is to prepare an Activity List, which is a

WILLIAM E. GRACE, Owensboro Chapter 1963, is a Specialist— Information Systems Design, General Electric Company's Tube Department in Owensboro, Ky. He is a graduate
of the University of Cincinnati with a B.A.A. degree in Business Administration.
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record of all the major work performed
by group. The third step is to list each
activity in the order of its importance
and then arrange the task lists, in descending order of importance, on a
Work Distribution chart. Next add
across all columns to get the total time
for each activity. Then total the activity
column, and compare this with the cross footed totals of all the task columns.
Now we have the complete picture of
the group and we can now begin a
searching analysis of each item. The

on its own merits even though other
groups are not studied.
Flow Process Chart
This chart (See Exhibit I ) has been
designed to help us to be sure that we
have every detail in relation to every
other detail in logical sequence in the
study of a process or a procedure.
Over the years many people have developed variations of this chart, each designed to solve the problems best for
those who made the changes. Symbols
have narrowed down to express the basic
type of activities and today either four
or five are used. These symbols are the
large circle for operation; an arrow for
transportation; square for inspection;
large D for delay; and the inverted equilateral triangle for storage.
The flow process chart is usually a
printed form, frequently 8' /err x 11" for
convenience in handling. There are two
major sections, the heading and the
body.
In the heading the job is identified by
a brief description. The subject, either
man or material, to be charted must be

ne x t st e p is to de v el o p a n d pr o p er l y

present recommendations on a new
Work Distribution Chart.
The order of analysis would be to
question the overall activity first, then
the task and finally, the worker columns
vertically. The objective is to eliminate,
combine or improve activities or tasks,
redistribute the work to use workers at
their highest skills, highlight jobs that
need analysis as to methods, and evaluate and improve the skills and increase
the interest of the people. A work distribution analysis on a given group is a
complete package in itself, and will stand
os rael es
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noted and every step must be recorded
in the terms of the subject.
The body contains columns for step
number; the appropriate symbol to designate the type of activity for each step,
a brief description of the activities, distance traveled and notes explaining details of the step. Because so many workers are learning to use the process chart,
columns have been added to emphasize
the questioning pattern used in the analysis (the what? where? who? and how?
— dominated by WHY ?).
Flow Diagram
The flow diagram chart (Exhibit 2)
provides a layout of the work area with
a flow line drawn on this chart to indicate the path of movement. This chart
is usually used as a supplement to the
flow process chart.
This chart depicts flow or movement
in relation to work stations in a work

area and distances involved in the movement. Thus, one can see the relationship
of each work station to every other and
picture the entire procedure.
Procedure Flow Chart
When the overall systems study concerns multiple pieces of paperwork, we
must bring all this detail together in a
single picture. The procedure flow chart
( Exhibit 3) does not present all the facts
but these may be found on the source
charts.
Some multi -copy forms are part of a
system made up of hundreds of activities. None of the conventional types of
vertical charts adequately express these
activities as related to one another.
Sometimes the procedure flow charts
are quite long and makes it impossible
to display vertically so for that reason
we use a horizontal flow. Multiple levels
are determined by the number of lines
of flow which occur simultaneously.

Recent
CORPORATE FINANCIAL REPORTING IN A COMPETITIVE ECONOMY
Herman W. Bevis

The Free Press, A Division of The Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth Ave., New
York, N. Y. 10011, 1965, 212 pp.,
$6.00.
This book is concerned with the finan62

cial accounting and reporting of publicly owned corporations to their stockholders. The discussion rests on the
proposition that a high standard in
accounting and reporting is as much a
safeguard of the health of corporations
as of stockholders' interests.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

INTERIM FINANCIAL REPORTS: THE CASH BASIS
Dr. R. Barnett
University of Queensland Press, St.
Lucia, Queensland, Australia, 1966,
paperbound, 165 pp., $0.70.
Conventional interim reporting is ex-

amined and an alternative method is
suggested, termed as the "cash basis."
It is claimed that the needs of management are better satisfied by this suggested alternative.

DEPARTURES FROM GENERALLY ACCEPTED AUDITING
STANDARDS AND ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, 666 Fifth Ave., New
York, N.Y., 10019, 1966, paperbound,
39 pp., $1.00.

This Practice Review Bulletin reports
some principal types of departures that
the AICPA's Committee on Practice
Review found during its first three years
of operation.

THE SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY OF FINANCE
J. Fred Weston
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, nance. The focus is on the financial
N.J., 1966, paperbound, 143 pp., $2.50. manager and his functions. Included
are reviews and analyses of the major
factors, developments and trends in the
The aim of this monograph is to im- evolution of the finance function as well
prove methodology in research on fi- as its impact on economic behavior.

BASIC BUSINESS FINANCE
P. Hunt, C. M. Williams and G. Donaldson
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd.,
Homewood, Ill., 1966, third edition,
1016 pp., $11.95.
Subtitled, "Text and Cases," this textbook is written from the chief financial
JUNE 1967

officer's point of view. It deals with the
finance function and its effectiveness.
The finance function, as viewed here, is
concerned with the use of funds, not
just the supply of funds to business. The
emphasis is on financial decision making and administration.
63

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND FINANCE
F. R. Root, R. L. Kramer, and M. Y. d'Arlin
South - Western Publishing Co., 5101
Madison Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45227,
1966, second edition, 638 pp., $8.75.
A major revision of the 1959 edition,

it preserves the integral treatment of
theory, policy and practice (Part III
on practice has been completely rewritten) that distinguished its predecessor.

Re a de r s R ea ct
► Simple CPM for
Small Contractors
To the Ed itor:
Not e n ou gh ca n b e s a i d a bou t t h e
be ne fi ts t o be d er ived from a si mp le
manual CP M n e t wor k for s mal l con tractors . I wholehearte dly agr ee with
the ob ser vat ion s p re sen ted in th e a rticle, "Simplified CP M for Cont ractors", (George W. Ott, November

1966).
Too many contractors have seen
CP M p u t to use only where a very
large project was involved, an d t he n
in many cas es only because th e pr oject specifications required its use. As
a result, ma ny contractors autmatically think of i t a s a highly complex
approach. Th e case studies in Mr.
Ott's article should certainly clear up
this misconception.
Some of the benefits that I see
accruing to the small- or medium -size
ge ne ra l cont ra ct or who u se s CP M as
a st an da rd oper atin g pr oced ure ar e :
— Provides a documented plan of action that would preclude, in many instances, such problems as unrealistic
64

bids resulting from failure to consider
all of the project specifications, or
lack of emphasis to overhead costs
when considering the span of time
the project requires.
—Aid considerably in developing an
organization within the contractor's
staff. In many such contracting companies the so- called "seat of the pants
management" prevails. That is, very
few people are aware of information
critical to the performance of the
project.
— Probable increase in profits resulting from a realistic approach to the
cost and time requirements of construction, timely exception reporting,
and recognition by architects and
others in the industry of the firm's
progressive approach to the successful
management of projects. The latter
should do much to enhance the contractor's image in the eyes of those
responsible for approving or prequalifying bidders and selecting responsible contractors for negotiated (non bid) work.
M. J. O'Rour k e
Aud it M an ager
Price Waterhouse & Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

► Too Much Paperwork?
To the Editor:
The December 1966 issue contains
an excellent article entitled "From
Bookkeeping to Decision Theory,"
by Fred G. Secrest, Vice President
and Controller, Ford Motor Company. As a former employee of Ford
from December 1955 until March
1962, I can well attest to the fantastic
sophistication achieved by Ford in
the post World War II period. Today,
Ford has one of the finest financial
planning and control systems in industry.

-

G. E. Woodson
Controller
Tyson Bearing Company
Division of SKF Industries, Inc.
Canton, Ohio

► The Pitfalls
To the Editor:
With regard to Mr. Richard A.
Anderson's letter on tax savings by
the use of Parent - Subsidiaries Method
(December 1966), I believe that it is
well to point out the pitfalls.

over

over

In the development of current financial planning and control systems,
I believe, they may have encountered
a problem evident in many companies
today. That is,
planning and
- sophistication.

new reporting methods, but let us
make them as simple and meaningful
as possible.

Particularly in the larger corporations, there is a tendency to create
vast administrative staffs at the division and central office levels. These
people must justify their existence,
which is done partially by the creation of new reports which are quite
often very good and meaningful, although this is not always the feeling
at the plant level, as a lot of time is
spent preparing reports for which
little or no value can be foreseen.
My main point is that we must
continue to search for new and better
ways to establish improved systems
of financial planning and control, but
we must also be ever cognizant of the
possibility of finding ourselves buried
in paperwork, some of which probably is really not needed. Let us get

The surtax exemption and $100,000 accumulated earnings credit are
"completely" barred if multiple corporations are formed with the "major"
purpose of securing such benefits. Because it had been commonplace for a
business to split into several corporations, the law now provides that all
the corporations in a "controlled
group" must share one $25,000 exemption or each pay a penalty of up
to $1,500 (Code Sec. 1561 and
1562) . These provisions apply without regard to whether tax avoidance
was or wasn't a major purpose behind
the multiple corporations.
John F. Mackin
Tax Attorney
Jensen & Seeley
Avon Lake, Ohio
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